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The second source is as important as the first
one, isn’t it?
Journalism has rules that one cannot neglect, otherwise there
is a risk of being incorrect and even of misleading readers,
misinforming them and causing confusion. One of the rules
is the second source rule. It requires thorough verification of
information, particularly information that from the start raises
question marks because of how sensational it is. It is nonetheless true that newspapers and particularly TV and radio
stations or news agencies want to be the first to inform and
urge reporters to write the news as fast as possible even if they
don’t manage to get a second opinion about the story because
time is too short or simply because the request for information
was refused.
Most of the time a sensational news story makes journalists
work under pressure. In this situation, most journalists prefer
to go with what they have with the promise to come back to
the subject later. Others do not find this important as long as
they are first and only a few will try to get genuine information
that will dispel rumors.
This is precisely the difference between real professionals and
amateurs, who are probably less interested in journalism’s values and instead prefer that their breaking story will be discussed
at length until people find out what really happened or until a
press institution or an official denies it.
Let us consider an example that is particularly relevant in this
context: the news about Moldovan billionaires broadcast by the
Moldovan media in the middle of July.
Rosbalt misinforms
On July 19, 2010, the Russian news agency Rosbalt published a
news story with the pretentious title “Forbes’ Lives of Oligarchs
after the Crisis,” which stated that Moldova had five US dollar
billionaires.
“The richest person in Moldova is Gabriel Stati, the owner
of Ascom Group Holding, whose fortune is estimated at 2.5
billion US dollars. He is followed by Vladimir Plahotniuc
with 2 billion dollars. He runs businesses in four fields: petrol,
banking-financial, hotel and media. Premier Vlad Filat, an
associate of the multi-millionaire Dinu Patriciu from Romania, owns properties worth 1.2 billion dollars and ranks third
on the list of Moldovan billionaires. He is followed by Valeriu
Pasat, the former foreign affairs advisor to Anatoliy Chiubays,
head of the RAO EES Rossii Company, who has a fortune

estimated at 1.1 billion dollars accumulated from commerce in
natural gas, petrol and power. The fifth Moldovan billionaire is
the former deputy chairman of the Russian company LukOil,
Nicolae Chiornyi, who owns properties worth one billion dollars. Oleg Voronin, the son of the former Moldovan president,
did not make the list of the five richest Moldovans. His fortune
is estimated at 0.7 billion dollars,” Rosbalt reported.
To add credibility to this “news item,” Rosbalt referred in the
article’s title to the prestigious magazine Forbes, in which data
about the fortunes of the richest Americans are authentic as are
data about Russian and Ukrainian billionaires. Rosbalt could
have also pointed out that the number of rich people in all CIS
countries increased after the crisis.
Spreading the rumors
The Chisinau press immediately picked up this sensational
news although there were dozens of other sources including
Forbes, whose web site could have been accessed at any time,
that could have been consulted to see at least how much of the
text was true and how much was fabrication. Instead, the Moldovan press was complicit in violating journalistic principles
and starting an information war.
“See the top five richest people in Moldova!” Publika TV
hastened to inform us on July 20. “Premier Vlad Filat is on the
list. Though people have talked about the premier’s fortune,
nobody had officially ranked it so far, but today a Russian news
agency reported that Vlad Filat ranks third.” There was no
attempt to find out the premier’s opinion, and he could have
easily been approached, or the opinions of other Moldovan
business people who could readily estimate fortunes and who
know very well the difference between millions and billions of
dollars.
“Moldovan Premier on the list of Moldovan billionaires,”
Timpul newspaper wrote on July 21. The newspaper took the
story from the Russian agency without seeking the opinion
of the Prime Minister, who two months earlier has declared
a more modest fortune. “Vlad Filat is the third richest of the
three richest Moldovans, the Rosbalt agency claims,” Unimedia
reported on the same day. “Moldovan billionaires are more
numerous and richer than the Romanians,” flux.ro declared,
highlighting that “In only a year, millionaire Filat became a
billionaire, multiplying his fortune 100 times.”
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Some seemed to have been waiting to savor just this piece of
news. “In just a year, millionaire Filat became a billionaire,
multiplying his fortune 100 times,” Sergiu Praporscic wrote in
his blog. The same could be read on the social.moldova.org
site.

The fortune of Vladimir Plahotniuc is estimated at 2 billion
dollars, but he is not on the list of people worth $2 billion.
The wealth of Vlad Filat is estimated at 1.2 billion dollars from
running a joint business with Romanian billionaire Dinu Patriciu, but Filat is not on that list either.

Romanian journalist Victor Roncea went even further in his
conclusions, that were in fact built on this misinformation. “If
Chisinau had an ANI (National Integrity Agency), Premier
Vladimir Filat would have been shackled. Number 3 on the list
of Moldovan billionaires, Filat has established his fortune in
only a year,” Roncea wrote.

Let us also look in alphabetical order. Stati is not on the list.
Plahotniuc is not there. Filat is not there,” blogosfera.md wrote.
Rosbalt does not deny authoring the misinformation. The
Russian news agency that broadcast the news about Moldovan
billionaires did not reply to our request for its source after we
established that in fact, the Forbes list is developed in March
and not in July and that the real one does not list any names of
Moldovan business people.

“Moldovan Premier Vladimir Filat is third, consolidating his
position as a billionaire, in US dollars”. In other words, we can
be proud of another of our Moldovans, a diligent guy originally
from the countryside who went into the wide world, became a
premier, and after a year joined the world of the planet’s billionaires,” Moldova Suverana wrote.
Scalded dogs fear cold water
After blindly quoting the Russian agency, Unimedia came up
with another news item: “Filat on the list of multi-millionaires: fairy tales and gossip! I didn’t know I had 1.2 billion!” The
premier says that in fact, “The list of billionaires published
recently is a fairy tale.” Unimedia quoted a statement by the
premier made on TV Moldova 1 that had earlier broadcast a
news item with reference to Rosbalt.
“A RUSSIAN FAKE: On the eve of elections, a Moscow news
agency published a list of the richest Moldovans,” Jurnal de
Chisinau wrote. The newspaper ascertained that, “In reality,
the names of these supposed billionaires are not to be found
on the real list that is annually established by Forbes as Rosbalt
claims.”
“Paradoxically, the names Gabi Stati, Vladimir Plahotniuc and
Vlad Filat are not on the real Forbes list. You can see the list
of people with 2.5 billion dollars for yourself. According to
Rosbalt, Gabi Stati should be on this list, but he is not,” jurnal.
md wrote.
Blogosfera.md also questioned the news from the Russian
agency in an analysis titled “Top 3 richest Moldovans (???) or
Filat is richer than the richest Romanians …”
“People refer to Rosbalt which in turn refers to Forbes, but let
us verify these claims.
Gabriel Stati would have earned 2.5 billion dollars from his oil
business, but on the list of people worth $2.5 billion, Gabriel
Stati does not appear.

Thus the claim that, “Oligarchs are growing rich during the
crisis, and Moldovan entrepreneurs multiply their fortunes
a hundred times,” proved at the end to be nothing but a soap
bubble. This was confirmed by Moldovan business people who
stated that a few persons in Moldova have properties worth
about 100 million dollars but not more than that.
Yet what was the target of the misinformation?
The fact that Rosbalt had launched a fake story about Moldovan billionaires to mislead and manipulate us could have
been easily proved by just accessing the Forbes site, which the
Russian news agency referred to in order to lend credibility to
its “news item.”
There was nothing special to find out apart from the fact that
this was a cooked-up, electoral-target fake, originated probably
in Chisinau, aimed at discrediting people and at rehabilitating
another person who people said for a long time was the richest
Moldovan.
The naive among us greedily gobbled this toxic bait, thrown
to poison people on this side of the Dniestr River. Even the
premier himself was caught as he was puzzled by the Forbes
list. Why should we be surprised by the reporter who chases
the sensational and is in turn chased by his employer? We got
this “bomb shell” about Moldovan billionaires served to us free
of charge.
Indeed, the five names are not on the Forbes list referred to
by Rosbalt. In this case, the author staked a great deal on the
assumption that the information would be taken up by the
Moldovan press and would reach the readers, better said, the
Moldovan electorate, that had to vote this autumn. And it hit
the target.
“This is a fallacy, I do not even want to comment on it,” was
the reaction of several business people. The biggest fortune in
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Moldova, according to them, could account for 100 million
dollars. But this news was not meant for the people who know
the situation and could discern a falsehood but for the naive
and cynical among us. Not incidentally, the list included only
people who are currently in the ruling party or who would be
expected to financially support parties from the Alliance for
European Integration.
At the end of 2009 when the first signs of economic recovery
were noticed, liberal parties came to power in Moldova. The
message is clear: the ruling parties profited from this and enriched themselves while you, the mob, became poorer.
The author points out that Oleg Voronin, the son of the former
president, is no longer among the five richest people in the
country. Two years ago, however, the print press, including the
Russian press, wrote that Voronin junior was a billionaire and
that he was the richest person in Moldova.
Hence, the target was an electoral one—a fake that could be
spotted from a long way off. This news story did, however,
emphasize the weak links in the chain of Moldovan journalism
and the attitude of the press toward values that must become
more than a rule. The Rosbalt case says a lot about the way we
treat sensational issues when journalists forget about accuracy
and correctness.
A new embargo? An invention of the press
On August 11, the Chisinau-based correspondent of Reuters
news agency reported that the Russian sanitary inspection
service Rospotrebnadzor sent an official letter to all Russian
customs offices banning the import of wines and cognacs from
Moldova.
Reuters is a prestigious and credible news agency, so the
truthfulness of the information was not questioned, and it was
immediately taken up by the Chisinau media.
“Importing Moldovan wines in Russia was officially banned.
The interdiction was made public through a letter by Ghennadiy Onishchenko, the head of Rospotrebnadzor, sent to all
Russian customs offices,” Publika TV reported on the same day
without making reference to any sources.
INTERLIC reported a day later referring to Reuters that,
“Russia has banned the import of Moldovan wines according
to an order from the Customs Service a few weeks after the
acting Moldovan president annoyed Moscow by denouncing
the Soviet regime as an occupying force.”
“The importation of Moldovan wines to Russia is banned,”
point.md wrote on August 12. Timpul took over the Agerpress
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news quoting Reuters and wrote, “Russia bans wine imports
from Moldova.” “Russia’s Customs Service prohibited the importation of wines and cognacs from Moldova,” Infotag news
agency reported.
Also on August 12, Unimedia quoted the same source which
stated that, “Russia banned the importation of wines from
Moldova in an official letter sent to all customs offices in
the Russian Federation, circulated a few weeks after Mihai
Ghimpu’s decree annoyed Russia, since he declared that the
Soviet regime was an occupying force.” At the same time, it
reported that, “The Agriculture Ministry denies any claims
about the prohibition against exporting Moldovan wines to the
Russian Federation.” A day later, Unimedia declared, “OFFICIAL. Rospotrebnadzor: The importation of Moldovan wine is
not banned. Consultations continue.”
A day later, on August 13, Radio Free Europe asked the
opinion of Agriculture Minister Valeriu Cosarciuc and of the
chairman of the Moldovan Oenologists Union Gheorghe Arpentin who said that there was no information about a ban on
imports. “Rumors about a new Russian wine embargo” was the
title of the interview on Radio Free Europe.
The insistence with which Moldovan media organizations were
writing about a new embargo led Ghennadiy Onishchenko, the
chief environmental health officer of Russia, to state on August
12 to the Russian news agency ITAR-TASS that imports were
not prohibited.
The new embargo, a fiction fabricated in the imagination of the
Russian customs officers
The alleged embargo imposed by Russia on Moldovan wines
announced by the press finally proved to be fiction fabricated
following the erroneous interpretation by the Russian Federal
Customs Service of an order issued by the head of Rospotrebnadzor, Ghennadiy Onishchenko. On July 30, Onishchenko
demanded a limit on the importation of Moldova wines within
the borders of the Russia-Belarus-Kazakhstan Customs Union. In other words, he ordered a stop to the introduction of
Moldovan wines to the Russian market via the customs points
with Belarus and Kazakhstan which are among the main sales
markets for Moldovan alcoholic drinks.
“Moldovan and Georgian wines are freely commercialized in
Belarus and Kazakhstan, and should this Customs Union be
set up, these products will be freely sold in all three countries.
Since Georgian wines were banned a long time ago in Russia
and there were problems with Moldovan wines, Onishchenko sent customs an order, urging it to not accept wines from
Kazakhstan and Belarus on the Russian market. Customs probably failed to understand the situation and proved to be over
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zealous,” Vladimir Drobiz, director of the agency specializing
in analyzing the alcoholic drinks market told the Russian press.
On August 12, Rospotrebnadzor issued a press release stating
that, “The information distributed by the press regarding the
ban on Moldovan wines imported into the Russian market
does not correspond to reality. The importation of wine-making products continues.”

December 2010
***
The second source is as important as the first one, isn’t it?
These two examples are sufficient to convince us that it truly is.
Journalism has rules that one cannot neglect, otherwise there
is a risk of being wrong and even misleading readers, misinforming them and causing confusion.
Vlad BERCU

Journalists at a press
conference held to launch
the first report by the IJC,
an monitoring the media
during the election
compaign. Chişinău,
19 october 2010
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Why is a new audiovisual code necessary?
In the last three years, representatives of the media and civil
society in our country have been involved in the development,
improvement and/or public examination of a number of draft
laws on the media. In 2010, these efforts covered both the draft
Law on Freedom of Expression and the draft Law on Denationalization of Public Periodic Publications, (adopted throughout
the year), and the new draft Audiovisual Code of the Republic of
Moldova, to be developed in the near future.
The public debates on the drafting of the new Code started by
considering the need to develop and adopt this law. Some
specialists in this field were in favor of the adoption of this
document while others were against it. Although they admit
that there are a lot of problems the old Code cannot solve, the
latter are skeptical with regard to the benefits of a new Code,
and some are even trying to attribute a political motive to it.
I present reasons in favor of developing and adopting a new
Code in the context of the three main reasons invoked by those
who want to keep the current Code.
Reason 1. “The current Code is a recent law whose draft was
examined at the European level.” COUNCIL OF EUROPE –
Analysis and comments on the draft Audiovisual Code of the
Republic of Moldova (May, 2006), OSCE – Comments on the
draft Audiovisual Code of the Republic of Moldova (April, 2006)
and Additional comments on the draft Audiovisual Code of the
Republic of Moldova (May, 2006), ARTICLE 19 – Memorandum on the draft Audiovisual Code of the Republic of Moldova
(April, 2006).
The existence of a law is justified as a guide for the activities
performed in a given field. Examining the usefulness of the
current Code requires increased attention because the audiovisual industry has developed significantly in the last ten years.
This is one of the few areas in the national economy (except of
course for agriculture) that for many people is associated with
the possibility of finding a job. Under such circumstances, we
should find (again) provisions in the current Code that will at
least not harm activities in this area of the economy and will
facilitate the development of this business sector.
Concerning this first reason for keeping the current Code, we
should refer to the year it was presented to European expertise,
i.e., 2006. Although The European Convention on Transfrontier
Television (ECTT) ratified by our country in 2002 was and
continues to be in force at the European level, the interpretati-

on of the provisions of this international convention has been
substantially amended. The ECTT provisions that apply to this
business sector refer to the legal regime of advertising, teleshopping and sponsorship. These provisions that were adequate in
2006 were adopted and introduced in articles 19–22 of the
current Code.
The ECTT provisions in European countries are interpreted
and implemented on the basis of Directive 89/552/CEE on the
coordination of certain provisions laid down by law, regulation
or administrative action in Member States concerning the
pursuit of television broadcasting activities. However, this
directive was later amended substantially. The amendments
made in 2007 were so significant that the term used at the
official level was “modification” of the ECTT. This is why it was
decided to publish the codified version of the directive – Directive 2010/13/UE of the European Parliament and of the Council
of 10 March 2010 on the coordination of certain provisions laid
down by law, regulation or administrative action in Member
States concerning the provision of audiovisual media services
(Audiovisual Media Services Directive).
Unlike the ECTT, for which the concepts of advertising,
teleshopping and sponsorship are specific, Directive 2010/13/UE
addresses audiovisual commercial communication, i.e., “images
with or without sound which are designed to promote, directly or
indirectly, the goods, services or image of a natural or legal entity
pursuing an economic activity. Such images accompany or are
included in a program in return for payment or for similar
consideration or for self-promotional purposes. Forms of
audiovisual commercial communication include, inter alia,
television advertising, sponsorship, teleshopping and product
placement” (Art.1).
Thus, in addition to product placement (allowed since 2007),
television stations in European states have the right to transmit
interactive advertising, multi-screen advertising, virtual
advertising, virtual sponsorship and other forms of audiovisual
commercial communication, part of which is broadcast
beyond the limits set by the ECTT and, respectively, Art. 22
par.(1) of the current Code: “The time of transmission dedicated
to advertising cannot exceed 15% of the broadcasting time of TV
program service and together with the teleshopping slots cannot
exceed 20% of the daily broadcasting time of the TV program
service.” Legislative innovations that aim at introducing new (in
our country) forms of audiovisual commercial communication
will have beneficial effects both in financing the national
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audiovisual industry and in the labor force market of the
Republic of Moldova.
In addition, regarding the “encouragement of loyal competition” mentioned in Art. 41 of the current Code as an obligation
of the ACC, starting on 15.04.2010, the day of publication of
Directive 2010/13/EU that explicitly allows European TV
stations to broadcast various forms of audiovisual commercial
communications, TV stations in Moldova have been operating
under conditions of unfair competition compared with TV
program services (re)broadcast from abroad in our country.
Thus the ACC mentioned in the current Code as, “…the
representative and guarantor of the public interest in the
audiovisual industry, the authority in charge of the implementation and observance of the present code, of international
audiovisual treaties the Republic of Moldova is party to,” had/
has to develop and/or promote a draft law on the enforcement
of the ECTT in line with Art. 2 of the Law of the Republic of
Moldova no.1555 of 19.12.2002 ratifying the ECTT to create
conditions for loyal competition among TV stations in
Moldova and TV stations from other ECTT states.
The chapter Audiovisual Commercial Communications
developed to solve this issue includes 45 articles which is more
than half the number of articles (68) incorporated in the
current Code.
Reason 2. “The problems in the field of audiovisual legislation
are not related to the quality of legislative provisions but rather
to the lack of enforcement of the Code or its poor enforcement.”
A law, in our view, is only a tool for establishing a mechanism
for (re)organizing an area of relationships in society.
It is natural to wonder how the relationships among the main
“actors” in the audiovisual industry were organized: the state
(in the form of the ACC), radio broadcasters and the consumers of audiovisual programs (TV viewers and radio listeners).
It is natural to examine the efficiency of the present Code four
years after its adoption, although the authors of the draft Code
scheduled this task for the beginning of 2009.
It is worth mentioning that laws existed in the Republic of
Moldova before the adoption of the present Code, i.e., the Law
on Audiovisual of 1995 and the Law on the National Public
Audiovisual Institution of 2002. The need to abandon these
laws through the development and adoption of the present
Code was determined by the need to solve essential problems
in the audiovisual field: a) the obvious neglect by the audiovisual regulatory authority (ACC) of its essential mission to
regulate; b) constant accusations of political interferences in
ACC activities, especially with regard to licensing; c) sporadic
and inefficient ACC monitoring of observance of the legislati-
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on in force by audiovisual institutions and d) interference in
the editorial activities of the national public audiovisual
institution Teleradio-Moldova.
In the opinion of several civil society representatives, the fact
that before 2006 ACC members were not employed on a
permanent basis was a source of the above mentioned problems. The current Code settled this problem, and the members
of the audiovisual regulatory authority were even offered
tenured positions.
However, even though ACC members fulfilled their duties for
three years as employees “with normal employment record
cards” and decent wages, they did not manage to fulfill the
three basic functions laid down in the legislation in force and
in European standards for audiovisual regulatory authorities:1
regulate, provide licenses and monitor audiovisual activities.
There were “attempts” by the ACC to execute each of these
three functions of an audiovisual regulatory authority. I
cynically refer here to the infamous cases of bribing certain
ACC members, the TVR case and the PRO TV case among
others. Is it necessary to maintain the tenured status of ACC
members in the future? We will see. But, it is obvious to the
author that it is necessary to create a mechanism for increasing
the responsibility of ACC members.
The issue of interference in the editorial activities of TeleradioMoldova requires a profound adjustment. Because of limited
space, we will list only two problematic aspects of the present
Code: the financing of the public broadcasting service and the
functions of the institution’s Board of Observers.
Reason 3. “The development and adoption of the new Code have
political goals: removal of the current members of the ACC, etc.”
In order to avoid such accusations, the Working Group
avoided presenting the new draft Code to the public before the
Parliamentary elections of 2010.
The stability of legislation is not a goal in itself. Although it
contains several provisions that correspond to European
standards in the field, our national audiovisual legislation does
not have adequate implementation mechanisms for conditions
in the Republic of Moldova. In this context, it is sufficient to
mention the tenured status of ACC members that for some
members of the regulatory authority offered “a reason” for
abusive and/or irresponsible actions by the ACC.
In the author’s view, the new draft Code is a tool for bringing
the Moldovan audiovisual industry closer to international
1 Recommendation Rec(2000)23 of the Committee of Ministers to member
states on the independence and functions of regulatory authorities for the
broadcasting sector of 20.12.2000, adopted at the 735th meeting of the Ministers’ Deputies.
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standards including those related to the regulatory authority,
the public broadcaster, community radio broadcasters,
audiovisual commercial communications, the transition to
digital television and many other areas. The working group
needs to present the new draft Code to the public in the first
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months of 2011. During the public debates on the draft, we will
have to refer to the question in the title of this article, although
we should discuss the possibilities for improving the new draft
Code.
Eugen RÎBCA

Presenters and reporters of Mesager (TRM),
at a diction and voice
training. Chişinău, 4–10
October 2010
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Responsible journalism: an alternative to
regulations
Elections of any kind or level provide a specific period of activity
as well as a maturity test for mass media organizations. The test
emerges from the clash during electoral campaigns of two big
temptations: the candidates’ temptation to use the mass media
for their own goals, even if their electoral platforms profess
care for the country and honesty, and the media’s temptation to
climb on the barricades for the final fight and to profit from
the generous funding available during elections, even though
the media’s job is not to be on the barricades. For the reader
who may not agree with the last statement, we will explain: If
the media’s place is on the barricades, there will be nobody to
tell us about barricades.

Code compelled broadcasters to observe both the ACC’s
concept and the CEC’s regulations. In the 2009 elections, for
instance, the concept banned reporting on the campaign in
news programs while the regulations allowed it, so broadcasters were asking how can one observe one document and
breach another? The solution was clear: after the CEC approves
its regulations, the ACC shall modify its concept, adjusting it
to the content of the regulations. But in reality, the two of them
remained in effect and were thus compulsory for broadcasters.
Broadcasters had no choice but to inevitably breach the
stipulations of one of the documents, but nothing happened
when they did.

The impact of these temptations can be destructive for the
electorate. Therefore, elections have rules both for candidates
and for the media. What matters is who the authors of the
rules are. There can be two: the authorities, meaning the state,
and the mass media organizations themselves. Elections in
Moldova up to the present have known one author only, but in
democracies with a responsible press, the state is not the best
author of regulations.

Anyone who has ever read the ACC concept or the CEC
regulations has realized that both documents are very lengthy.
There is one reason for this: the documents include many
general stipulations from the legislation though they are not
necessary. For instance, the Electoral Code stipulates: “The
mass-media institutions established by the public authorities
shall publish free of charge, and broadcasters broadcast free of
charge, at the request of the electoral body, motivational clips
for civic and electoral education and shall organize information campaigns for the electorate about voting procedures as
well as other particularities of the voting process.” As this
stipulation does not require any explanation, there is no need
for it to be included in the CEC regulations, but it is anyway.
And on the other hand, if the law stipulates, “The Audio-Visual
Coordinating Council shall compulsorily submit monitoring
reports once every two weeks to the Central Election Commission on how the electoral campaign is reported by national
broadcasters,” the regulations should further specify when this
term of two weeks starts and what the CEC should do with
these reports. Maybe it debates them in public in parallel with
similar reports submitted by civil society. These kinds of
specifications are difficult to find.

During elections, the media should do what it usually does:
inform the audience in a truthful, comprehensive and impartial way about everything that is happening in society. However,
special regulations appear on a regular basis that are, in fact,
the reaction of authorities to media behavior and not the
reaction of society in general since society has delegated this
prerogative to the authorities. Thus, we could claim that with
adequate behavior by the media, including during elections,
there would not be any need for additional regulations.
Responsible journalism leaves little room for regulations, but
we are not there yet and the reason is the authorities.
Logically, regulations on media activity during electoral
campaigns should specify certain general norms aimed at
increasing the predictability of the institutions’ conduct.
Generally speaking, this is exactly the case in Moldova, but
only in general.
For years, the Audiovisual Coordinating Council (ACC) has
set out the rules of the game for broadcasters in electoral
campaigns as the Central Election Commission (CEC) has for
all media institutions. The ACC develops and approves the
so-called concept of reporting on the electoral campaign by
broadcasting institutions and the CEC does likewise for media
institutions. Before the June 2010 amendment, the Electoral

If we follow election regulations, let’s say starting in 2001, we
will notice the authorities are justifiably concerned with certain
sensitive zones: reporting on the electoral campaign in news
programs; rules of conduct for public and private broadcasters;
air time for electoral advertising and organizing electoral
debates. For example, the concept on reporting on the parliamentary electoral campaign by broadcasters approved by the
CEC in January 2001 stipulated in item 2.10: “All electronic
radio and TV stations, both public and private, during the
electoral campaign shall not present electoral competitors in
their news programs, electoral events being treated as press
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news.” (Herein after, our italics I.B.). [1]. Frankly speaking, I
am still unable to interpret this stipulation. Broadcasters must
have been luckier. Four years later, the concept approved by the
CEC stipulated in item 46: “In news programs of public and
private broadcasters, electoral events shall be broadcast as
feature reports, observing the principle of equality of all electoral
competitors, with five news items per one informative program
broadcast in the requestors’ order of submission. ...Informative
news items about the activities of candidates for Parliament
who are also in the state, district or municipal administration
shall be communicated exclusively via their press services with
no video except for reporting on events with a particular
importance for society.” [2] A journalist formerly from Izvestia
used to begin his feuilleton in the following way: “I will tangle
a very simple thing in such a way that you will wave your
heads like a horse after drinking kerosene.” The journalist was
not referring to the above-mentioned stipulation, but if he had
been, he would not have been wrong. We feel sorry for
broadcasters who were obliged to make “reports of five news
items each” and again note the thick fog surrounding this
stipulation.
After another four years, the regulations for reporting on the
April 5, 2009 parliamentary electoral campaign by mass media
institutions approved by the CEC in February, stipulated in
item 18: “The audio-visual institutions, except for the electoral
programs, shall not broadcast material with the participation of
electoral competitors in sport events, entertainment programs
or talk-shows,” then almost immediately thereafter in item 20
it confuses everybody with: “In informative and news programs
by broadcasters, electoral events shall be reported, but no
comments shall be made.” [3] Thus one stipulation bans
broadcasts of electoral material in news programs while
another stipulation allows it but “without comments.”
Three months later, the regulations on reporting on the July 29,
2009 early parliamentary elections stipulated in item 17:
“Audio-visual institutions shall not broadcast material featuring electoral competitors at sport events, in entertainment
programs or talk-shows except for electoral debates, paid video
clips and news programs.” [4] In other words, this is allowable
for news programs, but as though the document’s authors fear
the previous knotty and unclear stipulations in item 19, they
write diplomatically, “Broadcasters shall report electoral
campaign events in their informative and news programs with
respect to Article 47 of the Electoral Code and Article 7 of the
Audiovisual Code.” And, to add at least a little bit of substance,
item 20 stipulates: “News items or reports about charitable acts
by the candidates or their relatives up to the second level
cannot be broadcast during the electoral campaign.”
When the Electoral Code was modified, diplomatic style
appeared in the regulations on reporting on the September 5,
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2010 constitutional referendum campaign. Item 15 read,
“Informative and news programs by broadcasters shall report
on electoral campaign events observing Articles 47, 64 and 641
of the Electoral Code and Article 7 of the Audiovisual Code,”
and item 16 stipulated that: “News items or reports about
charitable acts by official representatives or representatives of
participants in the referendum and of their relatives up to the
second level shall not be broadcast during the electoral
campaign.” [5] This stipulation remained almost unchanged in
the regulations on reporting on the November 28, 2010
parliamentary elections. [6]
In order for laws, norms and regulations to be observed they
have to meet two conditions: to be understandable and to be
known. In this regard, the attempt to regulate reporting on the
electoral campaign in news programs failed, which was
actually to be expected. There are fields like poetry and religion
that cannot be easily regulated. News is also in this category
because, in fact, what are reporters doing? They state what they
managed to find out about a certain event. How can anyone set
up strict rules indicating to reporters what events they should
go to and how much information they should collect before
the news is on the air?! Quality journalism cannot be decreed;
it is a matter of responsibility. The law cannot create it, but it
can hinder it.
The authorities are, however, entitled to intervene with some
restrictions, but these have to undergo the “triple test,” - namely to be stipulated by the law, to have a legal goal and to be
necessary in a democratic society. Within this context, if we
examine the concepts and regulations on reporting on electoral
campaigns in Article 64 paragraph (7) of the Electoral Code,
i.e., –“Media has the right to report on elections and to inform
the audience about all electoral aspects, free from any encroachment or interference from public authorities, electoral
candidates or other entities,” they definitely fail the triple test.
It should be mentioned that the attempt to regulate reporting
on elections in news programs did not happen due to
somebody’s unconscious will; rather, it emerged as a natural
reaction by the authorities to media behavior as not all media
institutions practiced responsible journalism. Not so long ago,
the use of news for electoral goals became a significant and
systemic error and the authorities had to intervene. The state
always proceeds like this. Hence, the media should not provide
the state reasons to get involved including in reporting the
news. Let us remember the suggestion of the late professor
Claude-Jean Bertrand: “The media is traditionally holding
rights on behalf of the citizen. The delegation of this power
does not have any explicit contractual basis: to keep it, the
media must deserve it and offer high quality services.” [7]
Let us follow how the regulations on electoral debates develo-
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ped further. The 2001 regulations mentioned electoral debates
among other things. For example, it stated that, “If there are
two or more competitors participating in an electoral program,
the order of presentations shall be according to the registration
of these parties with the Central Election Commission,” and
that “during debates, the program producers and moderators
shall be neutral and impartial.” Further on, there is a norm that
is simultaneously naive and impossible to ensure: “The
moderator shall assure the civilized environment of the discussion. He/she shall intervene to prevent personal attacks and shall
stop any behavior or expressions that would affect the honesty
of debates. The moderator shall word his/her questions in a
clear and correct way, conducting the discussion in a civilized
way.” It would have been good for the legislation to define
precisely what constitutes a “civilized environment,” “honesty
of debates” or “civilized way.” Generally speaking, the whole
legal framework of the young Moldovan state is rich in
adjectives that diminish the accuracy of the norms stipulated
and leave room for interpretation. At the same time, the norm
is very clear when it comes to electoral debates organized by
private broadcasters. “Private broadcasters can organize, free of
charge, within round tables, three debates of two hours each,
inviting representatives or all electoral competitors.”
Beginning in 2005, electoral debates had a separate chapter in
the regulations. Thus, the 2005 CEC regulations stipulated the
maximum duration of the debates, entitled broadcasters to set
the topic for the debates and, for the first time, described
selection criteria for the guests. It also stipulated five obligations for producers and moderators of debates including “to be
impartial” and “to clearly word their questions without being
partial and unfair.” Again, setting these obligations was a
reaction by the authorities to the behavior of moderators
during debates who were far from being impartial and fair.
They remained almost unchanged in the 2007 local general
elections.
Due to the fact that the absence of guests often put the media
institution in the situation of having debates with one participant only, which is in fact absurd, there have been attempts to
prevent such situations. For instance, in the Gagauz Yery CEC
regulations for reporting on the March 16, 2008 popular
assembly elections, item 44 stipulated that at least two guests
must participate in an electoral debate. This is a good stipulation, but item 47 of the same regulations states that, “The refusal
to participate or the absence of one or more electoral competitors or of their representatives in electoral debates shall be
made public and cannot be used as a reason to cancel or
suspend the program.” [8] These two norms in the same
document are thus antagonistic.
The 2009 electoral campaign regulations were supplemented
with new stipulations. So item 52 of the regulations for
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reporting on the April 5, 2009 parliamentary campaign stated
that, “Broadcasters are entitled to select the format for debates
on the condition that they respect, on the whole, that equal
time is allocated to all electoral competitors.” The number of
obligations for producers and moderators was supplemented
with one new one - “not to be a member of a party and/or
candidate in the elections.” The restriction on being a party
member was removed from the regulations for the July 29,
2009 parliamentary elections leaving only, “not to be a
candidate in the elections.”
During several electoral campaigns, both the legislation and
the ACC and CEC regulations established that, “Broadcasters
can offer a total of 120 minutes per week for electoral debates
in one or several programs. Additionally, another 90 minutes
shall be offered daily for electoral debates. This time can be
used for one or for several programs.” This stipulation has a
double effect. First of all, broadcasters cannot observe it since,
for example, one of the guests (electoral competitor) might not
show up for a program, and the air time allocated for him/her
cannot be redistributed in order not to favor the present
guests. Secondly, 90 minutes “daily” literally means that
broadcasters must hold 90-minute debate programs every day.
In fact, the regulations should read “per day,” meaning that
broadcasters can organize debates on any day of the week they
want to but not for longer than 90 minutes each. This “daily”
was edited into “per day” only in the CEC regulations on the
2009 parliamentary electoral campaign while in 2010, the 90
minute stipulation was removed. It took lawmakers several
years to realize how deficient this stipulation was.
In the regulations for the September 5, 2010 referendum, these
inopportune restrictions were replaced with the following
stipulation: “Broadcasters are entitled to select the format,
length and frequency of debates, with the condition to respect,
on the whole, the same amount of time allocated to all
participants in the referendum for participation in the
debates.” The regulations for the November 28, 2010 parliamentary electoral campaign go even further and stipulate that,
“Broadcasters can begin organizing debates once at least two
electoral competitors have registered with the CEC” and that
broadcasters, “…are entitled to also invite to debates representatives of civil society as well as other interested individuals,”
and that, “The order in which participants are invited to
debates, as well as their grouping, shall be established in the
statement on the editorial policy of the media institutions, with
equal chances offered to each participant.”
This is a revolutionary stipulation for Moldovan reality. The
media is offered the possibility to act to adequately inform the
public, including by organizing electoral debates. The media is
given a free hand, but freedom is a heavy burden. One cannot
benefit from independence without being responsible at the
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same time. Assuming freedom as well as accountability can in
general eliminate regulations from national practice. This is a
chance. To benefit from it, it would be good, for example, for
Article 64 (first) of the Electoral Code to have the following
wording: “Regulations on reporting on the electoral campaign
in mass media shall be approved by the Central Election
Commission. Draft Regulations can be developed by the CEC,
by a mass media self-regulating body, or by the representative
party or the journalistic community.” Self-regulation is the best
and the most recommended way for mass media institutions
including during electoral campaigns, but the key condition is
responsible journalism. Without responsible journalism,
lawmakers and society will continue to demand regulations, so
far proven to be knotty, and detrimental to the media.
[1] http://www.e-democracy.md/elections/parliamenta
ry/2001/cec/conceptia-reflectarii/
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[2] http://www.e-democracy.md/elections/parliamentary/2005/cec/conceptiareflectarii/
[3] http://www.e-democracy.md/elections/parliamentary/2009/cec/regulamentul-mass-media/
[4] http://www.e-democracy.md/elections/parliamentary/20092/cec/regulamentul-mass-media/
[5] http://www.e-democracy.md/elections/referendum/2010/
cec/regulamentul-mass-media/.
[6]http://www.cec.md/iComisiaCentrala/main.
aspx?dbID=DB_Regulament_reflectare_mass_media180
[7] Etica mass-media şi sisteme de responsabilizare/Media
Ethics & Accountability Systems de Prof. Claude-Jean Bertrand, Transaction, 2000, p. 25.
[8] http://www.cec.md/i-ComisiaCentrala/main.
aspx?dbID=DB_arhiv400
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The media in the election campaigns of 2009 and 20101:
Tendencies, Changes, Characteristics
The freedom of the press can be positive or harmful. The sure
thing is that the press deprived of freedom can be only harmful.
Albert Camus
If the press is the watchdog of democracy, let it bark.
Valeriu Butulescu
Introduction…
The quality, impartiality and objectivity of a media institution
can be tested in several situations. One of them is elections.
By observing the process of an election campaign and how
a media institution operates during this period, one can see
the orientation and direction of a newspaper or a radio or TV
station.
The campaign for the 2010 parliamentary elections brought
several surprises, several radical changes in the situation
and, not insignificantly, the metamorphoses of several media
institutions. In general, the media showed more maturity in
2010 in terms of reporting on the election campaign, which is
probably due to certain factors that emerged between the three
elections. The most significant are the following:
The change of the government after the elections
in July 2009. Result: The media became freer with regard to
freedom of expression. At the same time, the Moldovan media
became bolder and more independent from the authorities,
which is reflected in the last report for 2010 produced by
Reporters Without Borders in which Moldova moved from
114th place (in 2009) to 75th (in 2010) regarding freedom of
the media.2
The appearance of new media institutions that stimulated competition in the media market. Result: An increase
in competition imposes improvements in the quality of media
products with respect to equity, impartiality and objectivity in
reporting on elections and other news.
-

The shake up that took place in the public broad-

1
The study analyzes the data on media monitoring in election
campaigns for the parliamentary elections of April 5, 2009, the anticipated
parliamentary elections of July 29, 2009 and the parliamentary elections of
November 28, 2010.
2
Reporters Without Borders, Press Freedom Index 2010, accessible
online at http://en.rsf.org/spip.php?page=classement&id_rubrique=1034

caster, launched by replacing the administration of the public
company Teleradio Moldova. Result: The disengagement of
the public stations TV Moldova 1 and Radio Moldova from
politics and making objective and impartial media content
available to the public. The public stations started operating
like media institutions about people and for people as their
statutes and the Audiovisual Code stipulate.
Both an election campaign and elections in general can be
qualified not only as mechanisms for testing the degree of democracy in a society or its maturity, but also as tests of professionalism, sincerity and honesty for national media. The vote
that will be tallied when a ballot is introduced into the ballot
box on election day will also be a vote on the media’s reporting
on the election process. In this way, the media have a degree
of responsibility for this process, firstly as a tool for informing
society, secondly as a tool for educating the masses and thirdly
as a tool for forming public opinion.
General characteristics
There are certain elements that helped change the media’s
image in terms of covering election campaigns. Firstly, in
the 2010 campaign a much greater number of articles on the
election appeared. This was due primary to the appearance of
new newspapers such as Evenimentul Zilei (Event of the Day)
and Panorama, of new TV stations especially specialized ones
such as Jurnal TV and Publika TV, and new radio stations
like Prime FM, Jurnal FM and Publika FM. Compared with
2009, there were also changes within certain media institutions
predominantly in the way they reported on the campaign and
in their editorial policies. The institutions that underwent the
most radical changes were the public stations TV Moldova 1
and Radio Moldova, and the private station N4.
One of the biggest shortcomings of the print press in the campaigns of 2009 and of 2010 was the small number of educational articles. In the 2010 campaign for instance, according to
the monitoring reports of the Independent Journalism Center
(IJC), in broadcast media, electoral education items accounted
for 3.45% of their total number as compared to 2009 when
the total amount of electoral education items accounted for
3.77%.3 Furthermore, the print press published very few vox
populi articles during the three campaigns. Instead, news
3
The percentage represents the data on the monitoring of TV and
radio stations. As to the print media, the amount of materials on electoral
education was approximately the same: in 2009 – 80 and in 2010 – 81.
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items, opinion articles and election advertising predominated
in both print and broadcast media.
Amount and frequency of electoral education items

Newspapers

Electoral campaign
of March-April
2009

Electoral campaign of September-November
2010

80 items

81 items
3.07% (of the
total)

2.54% (of the total)
Broadcast (TV,
Radio)

89967 seconds

114545 seconds

3.77% (of the total)

3.45% (of the
total)

Source: IJC, Media monitoring in the campaign for parliamentary elections 2009 and 2010
As in 2009, most election information was found in news bulletins, debates and advertising. During the 2010 campaign, the
audiovisual media broadcast more educational items. Nonetheless, if compared to the total number of electoral items, educational items ranked last. This is true for both 2009 and 2010
campaigns. The print press was more active in the campaign
of 2010 due to the emergence of new publications. At the same
time, the volume of election articles in online publications also
increased with the most active being Unimedia.md and Omg.
md. It should be noted that the online press became more open
and attractive due to the fact that they started offering more
and more of their own media content.4
With some exceptions, in the election campaign of 2010 as
in those of 2009, both print and broadcast media products
showed signs of partiality for the candidates they favored or on
whom their owners and editors depended.
Trends in Moldovan audiovisual media in the election campaigns of 2009 and 2010
• The case of the public broadcasters TV Moldova 1
and Radio Moldova
During the parliamentary campaigns of 2009 and 2010, both
the editorial policy and the manner of coverage by the public
media institutions TV Moldova 1 and Radio Moldova underwent significant changes. This was largely due to the election
of the new administration of Teleradio Moldova and implicitly
to the management of these media institutions. The general
4
In the 2009 election campaigns, online publications reported the
situation by republishing articles published in newspapers or magazines or by
press agencies, radio or television stations.

trends in the three election campaigns confirmed that the
public media are leaders in terms of the volume and frequency
of publishing election material, including educational information.
According to the monitoring reports, TV Moldova 1 and Radio Moldova intensely covered the activities of the government
and of the ruling party, the Communist Party of the Republic
of Moldova (CPRM) in the April and July 2009 campaigns. The
products of these media institutions at that time were mostly
coverage of the president, the prime minister, the speaker of
parliament and CPRM members who had not been suspended from their positions. Opposition parties were neglected.
In most of the items broadcast, TV Moldova 1 and Radio
Moldova presented the CPRM as the party that represented
order, stability and well being while the opposition parties (the
Liberal Democratic Party of Moldova [LDPM], the Liberal
Party [LP] and the Our Moldova Alliance [OMA]) were shown
as synonymous with anarchy, chaos, poverty, interminable
upheaval and quarrels. Methods contrary to professional ethics
were applied for this purpose including biased coverage, filtering information, taking information out of context, presenting
erroneous information and not observing the presumption of
innocence among others.5 The CPRM was presented in most
of the news bulletins, or in other thematic programs, exclusively in a positive context while the opposition and the parties
outside parliament were mostly quoted with a view to discrediting them.
Conversely, in the campaign for the elections of November 28,
2010, the public broadcasters radically changed their editorial
policies. The IJC reports mentioned that the, “…public media
stations covered the election campaign in a balanced way managing to ensure pluralism of opinions both in the news and
via special election programs and free air time. Both stations
provided access to a large number of candidates to present
their electoral platforms.”6 The main subjects of journalistic
electoral items for the public media in this instance were ordinary citizens and society as a whole followed by state institutions. The activities of political parties during this campaign
were reported in an objective way and within equal amounts of
broadcasting time.7
5
Independent Journalism Center (IJC), “Media monitoring in the
election campaign for the parliamentary elections anticipated on 28 November 2010 http://www.ijc.md/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id
=322&Itemid=116
6
The Civic Coalition for Free and Fair Elections, “Media monitoring in the election campaign for the anticipated Parliamentary elections of
November 28, 2010.”
7
The reports of the Audiovisual Coordinating Council also mention the neutral way of presenting political stakeholders by the public institutions TV Moldova 1 and Radio Moldova. http://cca.md/sites/default/files/
Raport_de_monitorizare_perioada_18_-_29_octombrie_2010__.pdf, http://
cca.md/sites/default/files/Raportul_II_de_monitorizare_a_campaniei_electorale__30.10.2010-10.11.2010_.pdf
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NIT. In the 2010 election campaign, the private television
station NIT behaved as it had in the 2009 election campaign,
i.e., directly favoring the CPRM. In general, this TV station did
not take into account the recommendations made in 2009 by
IJC and the recommendations of the Audiovisual Coordinating
Council (ACC) and continued covering the election in a
subjective, tendentious, biased way often for the benefit of only
one candidate. As in the campaigns of 2009, NIT refused to
ensure a pluralism of opinions in news bulletins in 2010, and
most of the candidates had only limited coverage in the news
items of this station. Parties belonging to the Alliance for
European Integration were criticized, disparaged and presented in a negative perspective in most cases. In addition, the
lack of balance of sources in news items with an impact on the
election broadcast by this channel remained constant. For
instance, during the campaign of July 29, 2009, the CPRM was
quoted as a source in nearly 75% of the news items. In the
election campaign of 2010, this tendency remained the same.
This station also used various strategies during the three
campaigns that violated the ethics of journalism. An example
in this regard is the report of November 17, 2010 that referred
to Interim President Mihai Ghimpu and his visit by helicopter
to the village of Tiganca. This report included offensive
statements addressed to the LP and to its leader. Another case
is the news item broadcast on the same day that mentioned the
fact that after spending 1 million lei (repeated several times),
the European Action Movement abandoned the election in
favor of the LDPM. This information was immediately denied
on other media channels by Veaceslav Untila, the leader of this
party. In addition, during the three election campaigns NIT
basically ignored all non-parliamentary parties, providing
them a very brief amount of time to reply or to express their
points of view. Another trait observed during the election
campaign of 2010 was the significant presence of ordinary
citizens in election items. These people were selected in such a
way as to support the CPRM and its leader.
In short, this TV station did not take into account the warnings made by the ACC and continued to cover the campaigns
of 2009 and 2010 in a biased, subjective and dishonest way.
According to ACC reports, “NIT had an obviously biased
position favoring the CPRM both in terms of time allocated
and of the context in which it was presented, which was
supported as well by the negative presentation of the allied
parties within the current government. At the same time, the
CPRM representatives had priority in benefiting from direct
presentations and occasions to directly address the television
viewers.”8
8
ACC, Report on monitoring the coverage of the election
campaign in the informative programs of TV stations. Period: October
30 – November 10, 2010 http://cca.md/sites/default/files/Raportul_II_de_
monitorizare_a_campaniei_electorale__30.10.2010-10.11.2010_.pdf
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Prime TV. Although, Prime TV was not involved officially in
the campaign, in reality this channel broadcast one or two
items with an impact on the election in almost every news
bulletin, most often from only the official viewpoint and not
from that of independent experts. In addition, according to the
monitoring reports the editorial policy of the station slightly
favored the CPRM in election news items.
During the parliamentary campaign of November 28, 2010,
Prime TV broadcasts were mostly neutral regarding members
of the Alliance for European Integration and of the CPRM
though the Democratic Party of Moldova (DPM) candidate
was slightly favored. Nonetheless, judging by the frequency of
references made and coverage of candidates in both news and
programs, Prime TV favored DPM.9 This trend was noticed
best in the last three weeks of the campaign, when the DPM
leaders were broadly covered in news and other items. Another
feature of Prime TV in this campaign was the fact that the
station referred to citizens and to civil society and sometimes
even to experts as sources for news bulletins or election
material.
Publika TV and Jurnal TV. These relatively new TV stations
specializing in news also actively covered election events
throughout the entire campaign of November 2010 presenting
diverse items that included most of the candidates and also
many opinion programs in which the election was discussed.
The candidates were generally presented in a neutral but also
in a positive or negative way. Jurnal TV favored the Party for
People and Country (PNT) and offered broad space to this
party both in its news and programs where the PNT representatives appeared as mafia fighters, especially against Vlad
Plahotniuc, a PD candidate. The bias in favor of PNT became
obvious during the last three weeks of the election campaign
when the representatives of this party were the guests in the
most programs broadcast by this station in that period.
Another trend of this TV station was to disfavor PCRM
candidates by covering them in most cases in a negative
context.10
A major change was noticed also in the regional station N4’s
position regarding the coverage of the electoral process. If
during the election campaign of March-April 2009, according
to APEL reports, this TV station showed political bias in favor
of PCRM candidates and presented the PLDM, PL and AMN11
9
Independent Journalism Center (IJC), Monitoring media in the
campaign for parliamentary elections anticipated on 28 November 2010, Final report, 28 September – 28 November 2010, http://www.ijc.md/Publicatii/
monitorizare/Raport_final_maleg_ro.pdf
10
Ibidem.
11
Association of Broadcast Media (APEL), Final monitoring report
of the presence of political/electoral actors in the programs of TV stations
in the period of 2009 parliamentary elections, http://www.apel.md/public/
upload/md_6_RAPORT_FINAL_Monitor_ELECTORAL_05_rom.pdf
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candidates in a negative context or disfavored them, in the
elections campaign of September–November 2010, the IJC
monitoring reports mentioned that “N4 ensured pluralism of
opinion by offering space to a number of candidates, including
to the independent ones. Judging by the high frequency of
coverage in the news and the positive context of the coverage
of PLDM, we could say that N4 displayed partisan behaviour
in favor of this party. The station offered this candidate more
space to describe its electoral activities and also to present in
detail the Prime Minister’s activities.”12
Print and the online press in the elections of 2009 and 2010
The election campaigns were covered by the print and online
press from different editorial positions. The general situation of
the print press in the campaigns of 2009 and 2010 was
characterized by the fact that it did not undergo radical
change. The biggest change was the increase in the volume of
election material during the 2010 campaign, which can be
explained by the emergence of several new publications in the
media market such as Evenimentul Zilei and Panorama.
Moldova Suverana and Nezavisimaia Moldova. Moldova
Suverana was the leader in terms of space provided to election
subjects during the three campaigns, most of which was used
for news and opinion articles. Both papers intensely favored
the CPRM, both in news items and in editorials. The other
parties (LDPM, LP, OMA, DPM) were presented almost
exclusively from a negative perspective. In this regard, both
publications assumed the role of “party newspapers” rather
than that of newspapers that inform the audience. Even though
the 2009 monitoring report recommended that these newspapers modify their editorial policies to be in line with journalism standards and present information in an unbiased,
balanced and objective way, these recommendations were not
taken into account in the 2010 campaign. Priority in these
publications in 2009 and 2010 was given to opinion articles
and to news on the elections.
Jurnal de Chisinau and Timpul de Dimineata. As in the
elections of 2009, in 2010 these newspapers criticized the
CPRM and supported or presented in a favorable context the
other parties especially the liberal ones: Timpul – LDPM and
LP, and Jurnal de Chişinău – PNT. The daily newspaper Timpul
de Dimineata was a leader both in the 2009 and 2010 campaigns in terms of election material. Jurnal de Chisinau was
one of the few newspapers with national coverage that
included educational material in their issues during all three
campaigns, but in general, priority in Jurnal de Chisinau and
12
Independent Journalism Center (IJC), Monitoring media in the
campaign for parliamentary elections anticipated on 28 November 2010, Final report, 28 September – 28 November 2010 http://www.ijc.md/Publicatii/
monitorizare/Raport_final_maleg_ro.pdf
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Timpul de Dimineata was given to news, opinions and election
advertising.
Local and regional press. Most local newspapers (Cuvantul,
Golos Bălţi, Vesti Gagauzii, SP) that were monitored during the
2009 and 2010 campaigns presented the competitors in a
neutral way. For instance, the news published by Cuvantul in
Rezina was neutral while opinion items showed a tendency to
present the CPRM in a negative light. To a large extent, local
newspapers focused on news, advertising and educational
material during the campaigns; opinions on the election
process and campaigns were limited.
The publications Evenimentul Zilei and Panorama, launched in
December 2009 and in May 2010 respectively, were neutral
and objective in reporting on the November 2010 campaign.
Most of their election items were news, opinions and advertising. Both newspapers put the CPRM in an unfavorable light
and slightly favored the Humanist Party of Moldova (HPM)
(Panorama) and the DPM (Evenimentul Zilei).
The online press monitored did not change its approach or attitude during the 2009 and 2010 campaigns. The website www.
omg.md continued criticizing liberal and liberal-democratic
parties and directly favoring the CPRM in 2010 while www.
unimedia.md, as in the previous campaigns, was largely
neutral and balanced in covering events. Nonetheless, the
material presented by this portal contained some criticism of
the CPRM and slightly favored liberal parties and members of
the Alliance for European Integration. From a technical
perspective, the media content of the online press included
new elements compared with the elections of 2009. First of all,
there was an increase in original material and a decrease in
material taken from other media sources which means that the
online press started focusing on its own media content.
Another element was the increase in the number of opinions
and advertisements posted in these media outlets. Probably the
most important contribution of the online media was, however, the frequent publication of educational material and of
initiatives to mobilize people to take part in the elections.
Actions like “I vote on the 28th” is famous in this regard.
In conclusion…
The changes that occurred in the media market during the
2009 and 2010 election campaigns are obvious. Many of them,
as we mentioned, occurred because of the new government,
the emergence of new investors in the media and last but not
least, the freedom of the print press and broadcasters as a
result of the elections of July 2009.
There were improvements in the quality of articles and the
pluralism of opinion. News as a tool for informing society and
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opinion articles and TV program tools for shaping certain
ideas in society were the key elements used by media institutions. A major shortcoming of the media in 2009 and similarly
in 2010 was the reduction in educational material, which is a
tool for educating society in line with democratic standards.
If we summarize the quotations presented at the beginning of
this analysis, we can conclude that on the one hand, the media
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institutions in the Republic of Moldova gained freedom,
balance, and the right to know and to inform and had the
opportunity to bark but did not dare to bite when it was
necessary during these election campaigns. On the other hand,
they neglected one of the most important issues: educating
citizens and cultivating their need to exercise one of the
fundamental rights guaranteed by the constitution, i.e., the
right to vote, because it is the right to a free and fair vote that is
one of the elements a genuine democracy is built on.
Victor GOTIŞAN
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Domestic mass media institutions still need to improve
their editorial policies
The mass media in Moldova fail to respect the proper principles
and norms for writing an article, and issues related to citizens’
problems are not included among the most frequently discussed
topics. This is one of the most important findings in the first
monitoring report on the quality of reporting issues of public
concern produced by the Independent Journalism Center (IJC)
in June. The study monitored the following 15 domestic media
institutions including six in the Transnistrian region and
Gagauz-Yery: Moldova 1, Prime TV, NIT, TSV (Televidenie
Svobodnogo Vybora in Tiraspol), TV PMR (Pervyi Respublikanskiy, Tiraspol), TV Gagauzia, Radio Moldova, Antena C,
Radio Vocea Basarabiei, Radio Gagauzia, Timpul de Dimineata,
Nezavisimaya Moldova, Observatorul de Nord (Soroca),
Pridnestrovye (Tiraspol), Express/Aiyn Achiyk (Ceadar-Lunga).

opinion as those of civil servants dominated, indicating a
tendency toward manipulation.

The study monitored topics of public interest that affect
community life and those of concern or interest to citizens
most frequently mentioned by participants in surveys carried
out by reliable organizations in Moldova. The list was developed based on the latest results of the Barometer of Public
Opinion performed by the Institute for Public Policy. Monitoring started in May 2010 on the following topics: the economic
crisis, poverty, unemployment, corruption, joining the
European Union and solving the Transnistrian conflict.

According to the conclusions in the report, Moldova 1 has
problems planning coverage of issues of public concern. There
should be a balance in the presence of these topics as there is
an acceptable ratio between informative and analytical
material. The number of civil servants included in the news is
too high which indicates that Moldova 1 is mainly following
the official agenda. In most of their news items, Moldova 1’s
reporters respected the required balance of information
sources, though about 40 percent needed improvement.

According to the data in the report, none of the TV channels
or newspapers monitored used information sources in a
balanced way and none were able to ensure a real diversity of
opinion. The opinions of the authorities prevailed, and the
share of topics related to foreign relations and a solution of the
Transnistrian conflict was larger than the one on the urgent
social-economic problems faced by society. All the newspapers
monitored had problems observing journalistic norms and
principles concerning the number and balance of sources/
opinions, author’s position and the tone of the article. In some
cases, the language used was inappropriate raising questions
about ethics and responsibility.

Speaking about this part of the monitoring, Ms Sirbu stated,
“The principle of balancing sources is a norm for Moldova 1,
but one can see we are somewhat deficient in this regard no
matter for what reason. Under these conditions it is good to
have precise data showing when this principle was not
observed. From my point of view, these studies render a very
good service to us as they save our human and material resources and at the same time provide us with credible data referring to a certain period of time.”

Issues of public concern presented in a different way on TV
The study monitored three domestic TV channels (Moldova 1,
Prime TV and NIT), two from the Transnistrian region (TSV
and TV PMR) as well as one from Gagauz-Yery (GRT). The
public channel Moldova 1 and the private channel Prime TV
reported on topics of social interest, but the other stations did
not. TSV reported on two of the six issues. All stations used
sources in an unbalanced way and did not ensure a diversity of

We wanted to find out what the directors of these TV stations
thought about the report’s recommendations. Angela Sirbu,
director of Moldova 1, found this report useful and timely,
especially since it assesses the real state of things. “The
usefulness of these reports is beyond question. Our target is to
make news for and about people, and if there is eloquent data
showing that policy makers are present in our news more often
than ordinary citizens, then something is not going well, and
we have failed to achieve what we intended to. We do perform
internal monitoring, but not as deep as this. Therefore we
think these studies are welcome.”

Prime TV did not pay a great deal of attention to topics of
public interest since the study recorded several days in June
when all six topics were ignored. There was, however, a certain
balance concerning the frequency of approaching those topics
and a reasonable balance between informative and analytical
material. Prime TV director, Petru Jelihovschi, could not be
reached to comment on the report’s recommendations.
The station NIT, which has quasi-national coverage, presented
a total of 24 articles in the monitoring period most of which
referred to living standards (12) and corruption (7). The
station did not broadcast anything about the economic
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situation in June, and the Transnistrian conflict and foreign
relations/European integration were addressed infrequently.
On NIT, there were fewer items (7) with balanced information
sources than there were with partially balanced or absolutely
unbalanced sources (14). Furthermore, reporters used
inappropriate language with no respect for journalistic ethics.
Asked for her opinion regarding the report’s conclusions, NIT
director Adela Raileanu said it would not be proper for her to
speak on behalf of a team she did not work with during the
monitoring period. “I became the NIT manager much later
which is why I do not think it would be correct to have an
opinion on this issue,” she said.
The two TV stations on the left side of the Dniestr River—Pervyi Respublikansky (PMR) and Televidenie Svobodnogo
Vybora (TSV) - were also among the 15 media organizations
monitored. PMR did not offer enough coverage of the six
major topics of public interest. Officials were the main
protagonists which can lead to distortions and misinformation.
More than half the articles were unbalanced and violations of
the principle of impartiality were quite frequent. Journalists
used acceptable language but did not get overly involved in the
production of articles. TSV covered some important topics
while others, equally important, were ignored. TSV provided
very little analysis which reduced the quality of their news
items. The predominance of officials’ opinions at the expense
of others can lead to distortions of reality. TSV should make
additional efforts to balance sources of information and to
involve journalists in the production of articles. TVS did well
with impartiality and quality of language.
Larisa Tarabina, Chief Editor at Pervyi Respublikansky, said
that a third party opinion is always welcome and interesting,
especially if it is about the quality of service. Experts’ recommendations have been taken into account. At the same time,
she mentioned that the report’s conclusions did not correspond
exactly to reality since it was made in June when most journalists were on holiday and there was not much political activity.
Like their colleagues from Pervyi Respublikanski, reporters at
Televidenie Svobodnogo Vybora said that June was not a
representative month for analyzing a TV channel. TSV’s
director could not be reached for comment.
Station GRT in Gagauz-Yery rarely reported on issues of public
concern. According to the study, the reporters often had
problems with objectivity, especially with diversity of information sources, and should have been more involved in preparing
their news items. Ecaterina Jekova, Chair of Public Company
GRT, mentioned that this was not the first monitoring study on
the public company and that it offered them the possibility to
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see progress. “First of all, we became objective. We obtained
more information about the problems faced by the population.
This is proof that we are a public television station that is
supposed to report mainly on the problems faced by the
population and not on what a civil servant did. We spoke less
about corruption. This is where we should work more,” she
concluded.
GRT journalists also expressed their opinions. Tatiana
Stavilova said that, “Monitoring reports help us to identify the
topics that we missed: European integration, corruption,
poverty, unemployment. Now I know that these topics should
be a priority for me. Another important aspect I noticed when
reading the report is the mandatory presence of a second
opinion regardless of the situation.”
Elena Miron stated, “Considering the results of the monitoring, I came to the conclusion that journalists rarely approach
topics related to corruption, European integration and a
solution of the Transnistrian conflict. I think that the editorial
policy should be developed taking into account the subjects
that are of interest to the population. It is very important to
educate journalists about the use of information sources in
subjects of general interest.”
The monitoring report, a substitute for radio audience surveys
The study also monitored radio stations Radio Moldova,
Antena C, Radio Vocea Basarabiei and Radio Gagauzia. The
stations had no problems regarding the type of material,
balance of sources, impartiality and language used, but the
journalists had difficulties balancing the frequency of reporting
on issues of public interest and protagonists as information
sources.
Like their TV colleagues, the radio station directors found this
report both useful and timely. Radio Moldova Director,
Alexandru Dorogan, considered this report to be a substitute
for an audience survey but disagreed with some of its observations. “The usefulness of this report is beyond question,
especially since unlike television, radio stations have no
audience surveys. With this report we can see like in a mirror
what is happening in the radio market. I would, however,
question the report’s remarks. Radio Moldova as a national
radio station is at a disadvantage when compared with a
private station. Antena C as a local radio station logically
addresses the local problems of citizens, but Radio Moldova
has another mission. Besides, the report is based on a single
program “Panorama Zilei” (“Daily Panorama”), and Radio
Moldova is more than just this program. We address public
interest topics not necessarily only in news bulletins but also in
other analytical programs,” he added.
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Except for Radio Gagauzia, the radio stations monitored
reported on all six issues. Most of the items were broadcast on
Vocea Basarabiei and Radio Moldova, 74 and 64 respectively.
Those two stations focused mainly on issues related to external
relations/European integration although the Barometer of
Public Opinion indicated people were more interested in
wages, jobs and children’s lives. At Antena C, items on living
standards were a priority but ranked third in frequency on
Radio Moldova and Vocea Basarabiei. The political situation/
Transnistrian issue was in second place on Radio Moldova
while on Vocea Basarabiei unemployment took that position.
We sought the opinion of the managers of Antenna C and
Vocea Basarabiei regarding the recommendations made for
their institutions, but we were not successful. Although they
initially agreed to speak, they could not later be reached by
telephone.
According to the study, Radio Gagauzia had notable results
concerning professional language, but the reporters still had
problems observing professional standards of balance and
diversity of information sources. In addition, there was very
little reporting on topics of public interest. Maria Parfenova,
Director of Public Company GRT, said, “We are particularly
happy that our professional work was assessed by the Independent Journalism Center which mentioned that we use professional language. At the same time, we are glad there are organizations pointing out our defects. We will work on them, paying
more attention to corruption and to European integration. We
hope to improve our level of professional development. Given
the results of this monitoring study, journalists will pay
particular attention to issues of public interest.”
Constructive relations, different opinions in print media
Regarding the print press, from a thematic point of view Timpul de Dimineata wrote the most about topics of public interest
and about issues affecting the daily lives of Moldovan citizens.
With few exceptions, the principles of balance and impartiality were observed, and articles were written using acceptable
language.
Unlike Nezavisimaya Moldova which, according to the study,
published articles favoring the Communist Party, Timpul de
Dimineata offered more space for articles favoring the current government. Meanwhile certain economic and social
problems that the authorities were not quite successful in
solving were less frequently discussed. Similarly, investigations
about corruption and conflicts of interest exclusively focused
on officials of the former Communist government or their
subordinates. Asked to comment on these conclusions, Sorina
Stefarta, the newspaper’s chief editor, said, “Some consider that
articles published in Timpul de Dimineata criticize the current
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government. Our goal is to point out where this government is
performing well or badly. We try to take the report’s recommendations into account, but there should be another similar
assessment. I do not think you will find in Timpul de Dimineata more articles about unemployment, for instance, than
you did in June. That is because the press in Moldova is quite
politicized, and the readers are politically involved. However,
our Friday issues write about as many social issues for Moldovans as possible.”
The reaction of the other managers was in general constructive, though opinions regarding the objectivity of the results
differed. Victor Cobasneanu, Chief Editor of Observatorul de
Nord, considered the findings useful and timely but not objective, “This monitoring is good, but very subjective. And this is
because the press was divided between local and central, the
latter being in an advantageous position. The report implied
that Timpul is the only publication that works well and in line
with standards,” he concluded.
The very small number of items on issues of public concern
published in Observatorul de Nord points out the need to improve the paper’s editorial policy by matching it with the interests of the local community. In all four of its June 2010 issues,
Observatorul de Nord published only three articles—a news
story and two analysis—related to two of the monitored topics,
i.e., living standards/poverty and corruption. The articles
were balanced or partially balanced with respect to the parties
quoted, and the language used in all the three was acceptable.
The article “Coalitia Monstruoasa a Impostorilor” (“The Monstrous Coalition of Impostors”) which centered on two subject
lines—a coalition between Democrats and Communists in the
Drochia District Council and the shady side of businesses run
by locally elected people—raises questions about the balance of
sources.
Mr. Cobasneanu disputes these conclusions saying that the
selection criteria for topics of public interest were vague and
unclear. Concerning civil servants, they are not quoted for
propaganda but purely to provide explanations to the readers,
he added.
Although Nezavisimaya Moldova published several articles on
problems faced by citizens, its approach to them was subjective. According to the report, this was the only newspaper that
absolutely ignored the principle of impartial presentation of
topics, sources and opinions. The number of biased articles in
the publication was more than twice the number of impartial
ones. The other newspapers also had biased articles, but they
were fewer in number.
With their extreme criticism of the liberal-democratic government, the paper openly exposed its sympathy for the former
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Communist ruling party which considerably reduced the credibility of its new items. The newspaper often made groundless
charges, took facts out of the general context of events and deleted phrases from statements with a view to interpreting them
in a favorable way for the Communist Party and its leaders.
We tried to get the reaction of the newspaper’s managers regarding the report’s conclusions but without success. Although
we repeatedly contacted Tudor Soroceanu, the Deputy Chief
Editor of Nezavisimaya Moldova, he refused to comment on
the monitoring report adding that he would do so after reading
it though he already had received a copy.
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Leonid Ivanovich, Chief Editor of Pridnestrovye, said he had
only recently been employed in this position and was therefore
not familiar with the report.
Monitoring will be resumed in December, and the reports
(seven in all over a period of 16 months) will be used as a basis
for improving the training program for journalists. Monitoring is done as part of the project “Strengthening Mass Media’s
Capacity to Reflect Issues of Public Interest,” implemented by
the IJC and funded by the Delegation of the European Union
to Moldova, through the European Instrument for Democracy
and Human Rights.
Ludmila BOGHEANU,
Lana RAIAN,
Maria ŢURCAN
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Reporting on the events of April 7, 2009 in domestic
and foreign newspapers: A case study
The goal of this study was to analyze the extent to which the
domestic and foreign press reported on the April 7, 2009 protests
in Moldova. Also, the study analyzed the strategies and
approaches used, as well as the image the press developed
about our country abroad. For this purpose, we monitored
seven publications: Timpul de Dimineata, Jurnal de Chisinau,
and Moldova Suverana from Moldova Evenimentul Zilei and
Adevarul from Romania and Kommersant and Komsomolskaya
Pravda from Russia. The newspapers were selected according
to the following criteria: circulation, notoriety and representation from the point of view of the country of publication and
distribution in Moldova. The study qualitatively and qualitatively analyzed all material related to the April 7, 2009 protests
published between April 5 and 30.
National daily Timpul de Dimineata
Journalists from Timpul de Dimineata reported on the protests
following a well-established strategy. The newspaper published
25 news items followed by 13 feature reports, 8 analytical
articles and 3 interviews. [See Figure 1 in the Annex.] Both
local and international practice indicates that as a rule, a
serious political crisis is mainly reported in its initial phases in
news items. Why is that so? The explanation is simple. In a
crisis, journalists do not have enough time to write analytical
articles. In this case, their aim was to inform the public in a
timely way about what was happening in the Great National
Assembly Square (GNAS).
We found that commentaries and analyses appeared only on
April 9. As a matter of fact, journalism literature recommends
exactly this approach: at the beginning society is informed
about the crisis and later serious analysis is presented. Beginning on April 15, the newspaper published informative and
analytical material in equal quantities. For every news item
published, the paper also offered an editorial or commentary.
Also, we found that journalists avoided using rumors or
unverified information as sources.
Timpul de Dimineata also employed various media strategies to
report on the protests, both positive and negative ones. An
initial strategy applied was “maximizing” to draw the public’s
attention and to increase public interest as well as to encourage
the public to form an opinion and to challenge it take action in
solving the crisis. In this context, the journalist’s primary
objective was to mobilize the masses, i.e., everyone involved in
the crisis, so informative and analytical material was emotional

and designed to alarm.
Also, the newspaper used the “attack strategy” aimed at
changing the attitudes and actions of those in power. At this
stage, in addition to informing and analyzing, journalists also
made forecasts about the crisis in an attempt to oblige the
parties involved (the government and the protesters) to react
in the proper way and to behave appropriately.
Another strategy was identifying a “scapegoat.” In their
investigations, journalists determined who was to blame for
the protests spreading in the Square. The paper blamed the
Communist Party, particularly the former president.
Titles were attractive, suggestive and short making it easy for
readers to guess what the article was about. The most
frequently used titles were in the middle of the page like the
following: “The whole country protested,” “Protests continue
peacefully,” “Over 200 young people are under arrest,” “The
future does not agree with the past,” “Persecutions begin,”
“Traces of violence are cleaned up in Parliament.”
Journalists used from one to five sources in their articles. Short
news items referred to one source only, for example, “Javier
Solana worried about Chisinau protests,” while feature reports
used several sources. The report “Persecutions begin” made
reference to four sources—the head of the Interior Ministry’s
press service, Ala Meleca; lawyer Janeta Hanganu; director of
the Chisinau Emergency Hospital, Gheorghe Ceban and
Chisinau Deputy Commissar Iacob Gumenita. This article
allowed readers to understand what had happened in the Square, what the situations at the Interior Ministry and at the
hospital were, how human rights were observed and the
actions of the municipal police to prevent the maltreatment of
citizens. Journalists used all four sources in order to write a
credible article.
Journalism literature recommends that in order to make an
article complete, a journalist must attach one or several
pictures so the reader can see what happened. Journalists at
Timpul used both small pictures and in some cases very large
pictures covering half a page. Articles like “Suffering and
confessing” and “Provocateurs’ traces” were accompanied by
five pictures. Regretfully, none of the pictures had any captions
indicating who was in the picture or when or by whom it was
taken. During the period of analysis, the newspaper published
one photographic report and some photo collages.
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Journalists added their personal slants to their articles and
pointed out who in their view was responsible for the devastation of the two buildings. In almost every case, the editorial
office charged the government for allegedly being responsible
for the situation, including for the death of a young male
protester. The newspaper mostly quoted former president
Vladimir Voronin as well as the leaders of the Liberal Democratic Party of Moldova (PLDM) Vlad Filat, Our Moldova
Alliance (AMN) Serafim Urechean, Liberal Party (PL) Mihai
Ghimpu, and Chisinau Mayor Dorin Chirtoaca. From April 5
to 30, Voronin appeared 27 times in a negative light while the
other leaders were presented positively every time. [See Figure
2.]
Articles about the April 7 events were given maximum priority
during most of the period analyzed and were published on the
front page. Only after April 17 was the issue moved to pages
3–4 or 5–7.
Jurnal de Chisinau (JdC)
Between April 5 and 30, JdC published 50 articles of which 27
were news items, 14 were feature reports, 5 were editorials and
4 were interviews [see Figure 3].
The supplement OBIECTIV was published along with the
newspaper and also included news items, feature reports and
investigative articles. The publication’s director, Val Butnaru,
mentioned that he intended to present “a movie of events” to
provide clarity about the protests, i.e., who started them and
who was guilty for provoking the riots, as well as, to report on
the maltreatment of protestors at police stations.
Journalists proved to be professional and timely in publishing
their articles. In the first days the newspaper wrote: “At about
3:00 PM, a few young persons managed to enter the Presidency building. Moreover, they managed to raise the flags of
Romania and of the European Union on the portico. Later on,
we got to know their names: Ion Galatchi and Dragos Musteata. They stated subsequently that the raising of the flags was
negotiated with Vladimir Turcan, a former member of the
Communist Party.”
The supplement particularly published material about persons
maltreated by the police, for example: “Valeriu Boboc died due
to police torture.” “I thought I would not escape with my life.”
“Anatol Matasaru is subjected to inhumane torture.” Mr Boboc
is a case in point: “The death of Valeriu Boboc is full of
mystery. After he was picked up on the street by security
agents, his relatives did not hear anything about him until
Friday when they were told briefly that he had died Tuesday
night from inhaling toxic smoke, but his parents and wife were
asking where he got all the bruises all over his body.”
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Also, on April 10 JdC was the first newspaper to ask the
government the 12 questions about the events that rocked the
whole country, as well as, the whole of Europe. According to
the newspaper’s director, former government officials did not
want to cooperate with journalists to clarify the events.
Journalists also applied the maximizing and attack strategies.
Titles were short, clear and suggestive: “Revolt in Chisinau,”
“Red terror” and “Revolution guided by remote.”
As in Timpul, JdC used as many sources as needed depending
on the type of article, though it also published some where the
source was not clearly specified. These only mentioned that the
information came from trusted sources. For example, “trusted
sources from the presidency informed us that the access...”, “An
employee of the ‘Scut’ regiment who was at the presidency on
April 7 disclosed to us...”, “An employee of Parliament who was
inside the building when protesters began attacking the two
premises claims that...” These are just a few examples from one
article where the journalist protected the source by not
mentioning any names. Sometimes, however, we had the
feeling that these sources might have been invented to make
the article more interesting.
This newspaper also tried to identify the persons responsible
for starting the riots. Journalists carried out their own investigations and identified the scapegoat. According to JdC, former
president Voronin was totally and fully responsible for starting
the riots and for their outcome, and he was the most frequently
mentioned authority in reports on the crisis [see Figure 4].
On April 17, JdC reporters carried out a special investigation,
titled “Portraits of ‘heroes’” revealing in their view the real
authors of the outrage. Based on this report, the General
Prosecutor’s Office took the matter up and initiated an
investigation.
Regarding pictures, JdC did better than Timpul by publishing
1–12 pictures per article. In some of the issues pictures were
published on the front page and almost covered the page. The
supplement on April 9 published a photo report covering two
pages, and every page had six articles each. Not all of the
pictures had captions though. The paper also published photo
collages, but they were few in number. Unlike Timpul, this
newspaper mentioned the source of the picture, for instance
Jurnal TV or Ion Dogaru. As with Timpul, articles dedicated to
the April 7 events preempted other topics and were mainly
placed on the front pages.
Moldova Suverana
Compared with the first two newspapers, Moldova Suverana
published fewer articles. Of the total of 26, 16 were news items,
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2 were feature reports and 8 were analyses (editorials) that
were very short and hidden in the paper’s inside pages [see
Figure 5].

“Bloodshed is avoided” in which journalists acted as the
government’s advocates in an attempt to convince the population that former president Voronin was correct in his actions.

It must be mentioned that on April 5, 6 and 7, the newspaper
did not publish any articles about the protests and instead
applied the “silent” strategy. Reporters wrote about everything
but the protests in the Square. In fact, issues regarding the
protests were taboo for the newspaper’s staff. According to
crisis management theory, the silent strategy is manipulative in
nature and significantly affects the evolution of the crisis as a
society deprived of information, remains uninformed and
cannot rally its forces to face the crisis and its consequences.
Only after April 8 did the paper begin to publish articles
accusing the opposition leaders and the youth of causing the
riots, for example: “The Chisinau opposition, criminal groups
and drugged and drunken young people spread terror in
Chisinau.”

This newspaper also used the scapegoat strategy charging that,
“The Filat clan must pay,” and “Dorin Chirtoaca - a dangerous
extremist.” Between April 5 and 30, the most quoted official
was former president Voronin who was presented in a positive
light only. Conversely, opposition leaders were less frequently
presented and in only in negative contexts [see Figure 6].

Nor did neighboring state Romania escape criticism. To prove
Romania’s guilt, journalists applied the attack strategy. During
the time period analyzed, the newspaper published charges
with titles like the following: “The coup d’état was prepared in
advance with Romanian logistics,” “Other groups from
Romania supported and stimulated the coup d’état attempt in
Moldova,” and “The Romanian ambassador is declared persona
nongrata.”
Moldova Suverana mainly published articles describing
protesters’ actions and the damage they caused, like the
destruction of the Presidency and Parliament buildings, but at
the same time it did not publish any articles about the maltreatment of youth taking place in Chisinau police stations. For
example, on April 14 Mihai Contiu wrote, “The consequences
of the vandalism by the opposition will cost us over 300
million lei.” In the same article, the young people were
described as “drugged and drunken people,” “vandals,”
“hooligans” and “terrorists.” The journalist admits charging the
young people without carrying out any investigations regarding the protests that had degenerated into riots. Also, we
constantly noted editorials signed by the same author in the
same manner: “Youth of Moldova, what is happening with
you?” According to their ethical code, journalists cannot judge
or charge a person without carrying out an investigation. At
the same time, a journalist should maintain the presumption of
innocence.
In fact, Moldova Suverana did not publish any investigative
articles at all and limited itself to publishing news items on s
regular basis to inform readers about conversations between
the former president and high foreign officials. We established
that the editorial office tried to justify the government’s
actions. On April 9, the paper published the news article

Articles were written using stilted language with long, boring
titles. Concerning the number of sources, the paper used a
minimum of one and a maximum of two. We can claim that
Moldova Suverana was partisan, politically favoring the
Communist Party of Moldova.
The paper did publish several pictures covering an entire page,
but compared with those in Timpul and JdC, they were not
objectively selected. There were pictures only of young people
throwing stones, breaking windows or hitting police officers.
Adevarul published in Bucharest
Between April 5 and 7, 2009, Adevarul published 21 articles: 8
news items, 8 feature reports and 5 editorials [see Figure 7]. It
should be mentioned that Adevarul sent a special reporter to
Chisinau to report on the events, but on April 8, that reporter,
Luminita Bogdan, was expelled from Moldova without being
given any reasons. At the same time, the newspaper’s photographer, Horia Calaceanu, was also detained and sent back to
Romania. Subsequently, articles written by Romanian journalists mainly referred to this event e.g., “Journalists harassed and
expelled,” “Prisoner in Chisinau. Photographer from Adevarul
is sent home,” and “Terror in Chisinau.”
Moldovan newspapers used the title “Terror in Chisinau” to
write about the mistreatment of young people, damaged
buildings and overturned cars (consequences of the protests),
while Romanian journalists used the same title to describe the
situation with the expelled journalists. For example, reporters
wrote, “Several Romanian and Moldovan journalists were
harassed and, depending on the case, expelled. TVR reporter
Doru Dendiu was taken by police from the street and interrogated for several hours..., and the Realitatea TV team was also
seized and interrogated for five hours, and then expelled... Nor
did the Moldovan journalists escape harassment. Rodica
Mahu, chief editor of Jurnal de Chisinau, was arrested and
released after several hours.”
The paper also published editorials in which journalists
seriously criticized the Republic of Moldova, and particularly
its administration, for all the torment the Romanian journalists
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had to go through. e.g., “five hours spent in the dark, called
bad names by Moldovan police officers, taken from the street.”
This newspaper also applied the attack strategy, in which
journalists ventured to present their own opinions regarding
the events. In the news item titled “They have chased away our
ambassador,” journalists exceeded their responsibilities and
expressed their indignation toward Moldovan authorities.
According to their ethical code, journalists cannot express
their own opinions in a news item but can only inform the
reader. We established that Romanian journalists used
suggestive titles like “Protest for life,” “Desperate parents,” and
“Evidence of torture in Chisinau.”
Regarding sources, we found that in most cases, reporters used
two or three, but most frequently journalists were hesitant to
clearly quote the source. For example, the news article “Revolution flowers” does not refer to any official sources but instead
includes lines like, “200 young people protested...”, “protesters
chanted...,” “Most of the people present...” In other cases, a
second source was also required, but regretfully, none was
presented. For instance, in the news article published on April
9 “Prisoner in Chisinau. Photographer from Adevarul is sent
home,” reporters did not try to find out the opinion of Moldovan officials to see how they would have commented on this
expulsion.
In other cases, journalists made clumsy errors in spite of their
presence at the protests on April 7. In the article “Down with
the Communists! We want to be in Europe,” we identified
some inaccuracies. Reporter Luminita Bogdan wrote, “According to some sources, a woman died from asphyxiation
following the fire in the Parliament building,” which in fact was
not true. A reporter from Adevarul should have got information from reliable sources and only then published it. She
probably did not look for other sources to verify the information at the police or other state bodies. We consider that such
blunders reduce a journalist’s credibility, as well as that of the
publication.
As for pictures, we can say they were used in a moderate way.
There was one article with two pictures at the bottom of the
page. In the rest, reporters used one small picture per article
indicating the source (picture by Agerpress or picture by EPA)
but without captions.
Politicians involved in the crisis were presented in a neutral
way without favoring or disfavoring them. The former
president was present in most of the articles [see Figure 8].
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articles on the protests: 37 news items, 25 feature reports and
11 analyses [see Figure 9]. Given the total number of articles
published, we concluded that the editorial staff gave maximum
priority to the April 7, 2009 events. This is also highlighted by
the fact that more than half of the news articles and feature
reports were on the front page, and two special correspondents
were assigned to report about the protests in Chisinau.
The EvZ team reported on the April 7 protests in a well and
objective way, did as evidenced by the quantity of news articles
and feature reports delivered by special correspondents Oana
Dobre and Mihai Munteanu. They obtained information from
the Interior Ministry and the hospital and entered the 13th
Police Station detention unit and interviewed the young people
held there. Their articles were penetrating, starting with their
titles: “Evidence of Voronin’s militia crimes,” “CHISINAU:
Voronin regime begins Stalinist hunts,” “Witness to a crime by
Voronin’s militia,” “EXCLUSIVE EVZ: Detention Center 13,
the cell of horrors.” The EvZ team was the only one to get the
death certificate of Valeriu Boboc who died under suspicious
conditions. They were the ones who discovered that, “on the
first page of the death certificate, the forensic expert says that
the cause of death is not yet established while on the second
page, poisoning by an unknown gas is mentioned as the cause
of death.”
EvZ journalists did not repeat the mistake their colleagues
from other publications made about the death of a woman as a
result of the fire in the Parliament building, and they specified
their sources. “A woman is reported to have died in the
Parliament building according to the national television station
of Moldova and AFP. According to the source, the victim
inhaled carbon monoxide which led to her immediate death.
This information has not been yet confirmed by authorities.”
Journalists not only mentioned the source but also tried to find
out the official opinion.
EvZ articles were also written following a certain sequence. The
first were articles about peaceful protests that were followed by
those about the destruction at the Presidency and Parliament
buildings. The journalists also reported about the arrests and
mistreatment of young people focusing on the emotional
nature of their accounts of horrible torture and verbal abuse. In
this way, the paper kept its readers in suspense and made them
impatient for the next story. The ordinary citizens who suffered
during these protests were the protagonists.

Evenimentul Zilei (EvZ) published in Bucharest

Titles were short, suggestive and mostly verbal, for example,
“Chisinau is revolting on the birthday of Ion Aldea Teodorovici!”, “Crazy day in Chisinau,” “A movie about a hectic day,”
“Solidarity protest in Bucharest.”

During the study period, Evenimentul Zilei published 73

EvZ reporters also used a sufficient number of sources
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depending on the content of the article, and sources were
clearly identified. None of the articles said “according to some
sources” or to “anonymous sources.”

ted to find out who was responsible for the destruction of the
two buildings. Also, the paper did not publish any news items
or feature reports with accusations or tendentious comments.

Pictures were original and definitive and properly placed.
Absolutely all of them had a clear message; no pictures were
included only to fill up the page. Also, captions for the pictures
were original and suggestive like, “Street fights. Demonstrators
endeavored to offer resistance to police armed with shields and
cudgels.” Pictures were allocated an impressive amount of
space at between one and five per article. Reporters also used
photo collages.

The paper used the silent strategy. Although present at the
events in the Square, the reporter did not write about violence
or about the death of Valeriu Boboc. These issues were
probably avoided in order not to enter into conflict with
Moldovan authorities. Titles were short and clear like, “Moldova imposes visa regime for Romania,” “V.V. finds the persons
guilty of the pogroms in Chisinau.”

Romanian journalists also used the already mentioned attack
and scapegoat strategies. While opposition leaders were
presented in a neutral way, the former administration was not.
Former president Voronin was described in a negative light
with hard words, e.g., “the country led by the last militiaman of
Europe,” “Inquiries like those in Stalin’s time,” “The cruelty of
the Voronin regime is revealed” and “Voronin rids Moldova of
journalists.” Of the total of 79 articles, 23 of them presented the
communist leader negatively. [See Figure 10.]
Kommersant published in Moscow
From 5 to 30 April, Kommersant published 17 articles: 9 news
items, 4 feature reports, 1 interview and 3 analyses [see Figure
11]. All were signed by the paper’s special correspondent in
Chisinau, Vladimir Soloviov. Initially, he had come to Moldova
to report on the April 5 elections, but the situation developed
in an unexpected way and he was caught right in the middle of
protests that rocked Moldova and the whole of Europe. Although present at the events, the journalist wrote very little about
them offering only a few on-the-spot feature reports and
analyses and mostly wrote about the results of elections.
“Constitutional Court decides to recount the votes,” “The dead
also voted along with the live electorate” and “Elections were
free and correct” were only a few of the titles published in
Kommersant. The analyses focused more on the protests and
attacked neither the former administration nor the opposition.
They were published on one page.
It should be mentioned that all articles about the April 5
parliamentary elections and the protests were published on
page 6 with the title “Author’s page. Internal situation in
Moldova.” Although the newspaper had a special correspondent in Chisinau, the editorial desk took some material from
news agencies, particularly from RIA Novosti. Beginning on
April 5, the paper published one article every day, though later
interest in the events diminished. The editorial desk did not
emphasize the emotional nature of the events and reported on
the protests without damaging the country’s image. We did not
identify any investigative articles in which journalists attemp-

Reporter Vladimir Soloviov quoted up to four sources in his
articles, most frequently official sources. At the same time,
there were news articles in which the source was not clear, for
example, “According to some unofficial sources, a few policemen died,” “Some young people told me,” “A woman stated to
me” and “A police officer mentioned.”
Kommersant articles included only a few pictures; in fact,
fewer than half were accompanied by small pictures with no
references to the photographers and no captions. We also
found some pages with no pictures at all and only text. In
addition, the newspaper made no attempt to personalize events
or to blame any of the political leaders. Those most referred to
were Vladimir Voronin, Vlad Filat, Serafim Urechean and
Dorin Chirtoaca, but the reporter did not criticize any of them,
presenting them all from a neutral position [see Figure 12].
Komsomolskaya Pravda edited in Chisinau
During the time of this analysis, Komsomolskaya Pravda
published 27 articles: 8 news items, 5 feature reports, 4
investigations and 3 interviews [see Figure 13]. All were signed
by the special correspondents to Chisinau, Alexandr Kot and
Daria Zimbelskaya.
In the titles of the news articles and investigations, the
reporters presented their opinions regarding the events rather
objective information for the public, e.g., “Opposition washes
its hands,” “Moldovan opposition attempts to organize a
revolution following the Ukrainian model” and “Moldovan
bulls test a new type of revolution.” Like the titles in Moldova
Suverana, these ignored the presumption of innocence and
blamed the opposition for what happened with a view to
denigrating it.
The journalists ventured to call the opposition “Moldovan
bulls” and to make underhanded comments that seriously
breached journalism’s ethical code. The paper criticized the
opposition for bringing the youth together then abandoning
them and going home. Komsomolskaya Pravda reporters
mainly used the scapegoat strategy in an attempt to identify
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the persons guilty of causing the “Chisinau pogrom.” Offering
no evidence, they blamed Chisinau is mayor, Dorin Chirtoaca.
They decided the mayor was guilty following a conversation
with one of the Komsomolskaya Pravda reporters. “R: Mister
Mayor, who should answer for the protests in the square? D.C:
We do not know yet, now we are still waiting for the
prosecutor’s office to come to a conclusion. R: But who will
repair the buildings of the two institutions? D.C: This is not my
job.” Following this answer, the journalist immediately
intervened with the comment, “He answers with such insolence that he is not guilty of these protests, as if he were not a
citizen of this city.”
The paper’s investigations and peppery comments were based
on phrases taken out of context or on subjective interpretations. Another example of this is when the reporters took on the
role of the prosecutor, “Protests were organized beforehand by
Romania. This is also proved on Romanian web sites from which one can download anticommunist billboards and buy
tickets to Chisinau.” The reporter does not mention the site
where he got this information. He only quoted ex-president
Voronin who was the first to make these claims.
On April 11, Voronin held a news conference and charged the
opposition with calling the youth out into the streets and
inciting them to destroy the two buildings. The journalist
made no attempt to get the opinion of the four opposition
parties regarding these charges. In a one-page article we also
found unverified information: “According to some unofficial
sources, there are people saying that all students were paid by
the opposition to take to the streets. The leaders would have
promised the young people a barbeque and a lot of drinks.”
This is a serious charge; the source should have been mentioned.
The paper published 12 qualitative pictures, but the captions
did not meet journalistic norms. Instead of specifying the place
of the event, who was presented or by whom the picture was
taken, reporters offered their opinions regarding the April 7
events in the Square. One article published on April 8 on the
front page was accompanied by a picture covering half the
page with the following caption: “We haven’t witnessed such
agitation in Chisinau for quite a long time.” Another article
published on April 9 also had a large picture with the following
caption: “Everything is clear here: there were foreign citizens
among the Moldovan youth.” The content of the picture,
however, did not suggest this idea at all as there was no
indication that there were any foreign citizens among the
Moldovan protesters.
The leaders of the Alliance for European Integration as well as
the former president of Moldova were the most frequently
quoted politicians. Among them, former president Voronin
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enjoyed the most positive coverage. “The president of the
country prevented possible bloodshed,” “Voronin gives in to
the opposition and accepts the recounting of votes.” In
contrast, opposition leaders were soundly criticized and
charged with being the organizers of the Chisinau protests [see
Figure 14].
General findings
In the period analyzed, mass media organizations faced
difficulties obtaining information from certain state-run
institutions. Former president Voronin ordered the Interior
Ministry’s public relations persons not to offer any information
about the protests and their consequences. In spite of these
restrictions, reporters from the above-mentioned publications
insisted on obtaining information about the young people
mistreated in police stations. They did not limit themselves to
official statements.
In a similar manner, state officials avoided communicating
with the press. Finally on April 9, former president Voronin
held a news briefing and launched serious charges against the
opposition leaders and Romania, after which he left without
answering any questions from the press. Later on, Communist
Party representative Zinaida Grecianii made a speech on
Moldova 1 TV station that shocked the population: [The police
will use any means at their disposal for the protection of the
constitutionality of the Republic of Moldova, including
weapons.
In another context, it should be noted that journalists had a
tendency to use hyperbole at certain moments during the
protests. Timpul and JdC, for instance, used exaggerated
expressions like those in a feature report published on April 9
by reporter Mariana Rata, i.e., “a massacre of youth took place
in Chisinau...” and “the slaughter of the young people led to...”
We found these expressions only in Moldovan newspapers; the
Romanian and Russian ones avoided them.
The press focused heavily on the tragedies that happened after
the April 7 protests. The most extensively covered was the case
of Valeriu Boboc, the young man who died. In their articles,
reporters tried to make readers aware of the situation and to
alert them that somebody was to be blamed for the death of
this young man who left a wife and a child under two. Most of
the newspapers had special correspondents who investigated
and disclosed several undercover actions by the Interior
Ministry. For example, journalists found out and wrote that
Mr. Boboc died after being beaten by policemen and not
following poisoning with an unknown gas. Reporters visited
the grieving family and took pictures of the late Boboc. Thus,
readers could clearly see that the young man had a blow on his
head and that he probably died because of it.
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The press also paid particular attention to the young people
caught on the streets, taken to police stations, convicted right
there, and then transported to detention center 13 in Chisinau.
Reporters from Timpul, JdC and Evenimentul Zilei wrote
perceptive articles that informed international organizations
based on their investigations, and the public was informed
about the mistreatment in the detention center. Subsequently,
these investigations were taken up by the Commission for
Inquiry into the April 7 Events and by the prosecutor’s office
and other bodies.
The image of the Republic of Moldova in the press
To assess the image portrayed of Moldova during the protests,
we analyzed the qualitative aspects and the content of the 286
articles published in the seven papers monitored from 5 to 30
April.
After analyzing the contents, we divided the articles into three
categories: positive, negative and neutral. Positive articles gave
readers a favorable perception and attitude toward Moldova
while in neutral articles, journalists wrote about Moldova
without qualifiers. Finally, negative articles presented Moldova
in an exclusively unfavorable light.
Positive articles. Of the total number, only a few presented Moldova in a positive light with titles like, “Bloodshed is avoided,”
“Authorities decide to not use force to disperse the crowd.”
These articles were published in Moldova Suverana and Komsomolskaya Pravda.
Neutral articles. Examples of these titles include, “Javier Solana,
worried about the Chisinau events,” “Protests continue
peacefully,” “The first on-line revolution,” “US worried about
the April 7 events,” “Crazy day in Chisinau,” “Events in
Moldova and ordinary people,” and “Moldovans out on the
street in Paris.” Neutral titles were mainly noted in Adevarul,
Moldova Suverana and JdC. These articles let readers make
their own assessments of the situation depending on their
ability to understand complex realities.
Negative articles. There were quite a number of these; in fact,
the papers were flooded with titles with negative nuances
about Moldova, and they prevailed both qualitatively and
quantitatively over the positive and neutral titles. Most
presented the image of Moldova unfavorably like, “Persecutions begin,” “Premises for installing a police and dictatorial
regime are developing,” “Intimidated persons, missing young
people,” “The hunting of young people begins,” and “Communists isolate Moldova.” EvZ, Timpul and JdC published the
most.
A qualitative analysis of the articles in the seven newspapers
based on the indicator of mentioning local personalities shows
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that in most cases the name of former president Voronin was
associated with “dictator of Moldova.” An impressive number
offered associations like the following: “the country with the
greatest dictator of Europe” (EvZ) “RM, the lair of the last
militiaman of Europe” (EvZ), “Voronin? ….. a failed and toxic
representative of Sovietization” (EvZ), “Voronin, Stalin’s
descendant” (JdC).
To conclude this section, we can say that our country’s image
in the printed media from Moldova, Romania and Russia was
mostly negative [see Table 1].
Conclusions and recommendations
Between April 5 and 30, Timpul, JdC, Moldova Suverana, EvZ,
Adevarul, Kommersant and Komsomolskaya Pravda published
a total of 286 articles on the election, the protests and the riots
[see Table 2]. On average, the Moldovan and Romanian
newspapers published four articles each every day. Russian
newspapers, on the other hand, printed a significant number of
articles, but they did not offer significant coverage as most
were concentrated between April 8 and 10.
The press monitored in all three countries reacted with
information, commentaries, investigations and analyses.
Coverage peaked on April 8, 10, 14 and 17 [see Figure 15]. The
most frequently quoted politician by far was former president
Voronin [see Figure 16].
Depending on the editorial policy and on the target group,
each newspaper used various strategies to report on the
political crisis. Some were negative while others were mainly
positive. JdC, EvZ, Timpul and Adevarul particularly focused
on emotions in their reports, on the young people who
suffered during protests, on the case of the young man who
died, as well as, on the millions of lei spent to repair the two
buildings.
Moldova Suverana and Komsomolskaya Pravda reported on
and justified the authorities’ actions during the protests.
Journalists from Moldova Suverana, Kommersant and Komsomolskaya Pravda were favored by the authorities and enjoyed
access to official sources unlike those from the other four
publications. Also, they were not expelled or arrested by the
Chisinau police like reporters from JdC, EvZ and Adevarul
were.
Another conclusion would be that Moldova Suverana and
Komsomolskaya Pravda used underhanded comments in their
articles to denigrate the opposition parties and did not
maintain the presumption of innocence. Without citing any
evidence, reporters from these media institutions charged the
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young protesters as well as opposition leaders of challenging
and instigating the crowd to destroy the two buildings.
The media analyzed used the entire spectrum of newspaper
genres: news items, feature reports, interviews and editorials
[see Figure 17]. News items and feature reports were the most
frequently used to report on the April events. From April 5 to
30, the Romanian and Russian press published 53 news articles
and 40 feature reports, and the Moldovan papers published 75
news items and 24 feature reports.
Titles in Timpul, JdC, EvZ, Adevarul and Kommersant stimulated the reader to continue reading the text. They were challenging, well articulated, easy to understand and without ambiguity. The most frequently used titles were verbal, in the
nominative or narrative. Moldova Suverana and Komsomolskaya Pravda had the longest titles many of which were subjective
and verbal.
Regarding sources, the best performance was by Moldovan and
Romanian journalists and by Russia’s Kommersant reporters.
They used from one to seven sources: officials, party leaders,
ordinary citizens and non-government organization leaders
among others. For short news items, journalists quoted one or
two sources, while for investigative articles they quoted several
sources. JdC, Timpul, Moldova Suverana and Komsomolskaya
Pravda also published articles with unspecified sources using
general phrases like, “according to some sources,” “reliable
sources,” “a young woman told me,” and “there are rumors in
the city that…”
As for pictures, we should mention that they were significant
in number, diverse, qualitative and indicative but not always
accompanied by captions nor was the photographer identified
in all of them. Pictures in EvZ and JdC regarding the death of
Valeriu Boboc, showing his body covered with bruises and
even a hole in his head, were of questionable morality. There
are other ways to draw the attention of readers to a tragedy,
such as discrete pictures of a crying woman or people with
flowers sitting at the head of the dead person.
With further regard to the correctness of articles, we can say
that Moldova Suverana and Komsomolskaya Pravda ranked
first in disrespecting journalistic rules when writing an article.
Most of their news items did not balance sources as only one
side’s position was presented, and most did not meet professional standards. As for the language used, it perfectly fit the
description of wooden, stilted language in journalistic literature. Loaded phrases, useless words, words lacking meaning - all
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these make a text boring. Also, reporters from Moldova
Suverana and Komsomolskaya Pravda displayed obvious
political bias. Instead of reporting on the events in an objective
and balanced way, these newspapers highlighted the steps
taken by the former administration. Moldova Suverana began
writing about protests only on April 7 when the buildings were
destroyed. Afterwards, days went by when the paper did not
write a word about the events happening in the Square.
Journalists mainly focused on repeating information favorable
to the authorities based on rumors and unconfirmed information.
Conversely, reporters from Timpul, JdC, EVZ, Adevarul and
Kommersant observed the journalists’ ethical code and did not
display any political bias, reporting on events from an objective
and balanced perspective.
We propose the following recommendations.
1. To avoid panic among the population, reporters should
avoid publishing information that has not been confirmed by
the authorities or by other competent bodies.
2. It is always necessary to specify the source of information.
Phrases like, “according to some sources” or “according to
rumors circulating in the city” are not adequate and may lead
readers to think that the journalist is the one who invented the
source.
3. Journalists should avoid underhanded comments in their
writing.
4. Photographs must be accompanied by captions, and the
photographer should be indicated. The information contained
in the caption should answer the five classic questions: who,
what, where, when and why. Also, reporters should avoid
publishing pictures that are too graphic or shocking.
5. It would be good for journalists to focus more on articles
with ordinary citizens as protagonists as these are the most
sought after.
6. Reporters from Moldova Suverana and Komsomolskaya Pravda should bear professional and ethical principles in mind
and should be impartial and balanced and avoid political bias.
In this regard, we suggest that their editorial desks use as many
sources as possible. In addition, article titles should be shorter
and not subjective. Also, it is important that journalists do not
use the inverted pyramid model.
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ANNEX:
Figure 1: Number of articles about April 7 events published in
Timpul de Dimineata

Figure 2: Moldovan personalities referred to in Timpul de
Dimineata

Figure 3: Number of articles about April 7 events published in
Jurnal de Chisinau

Figure 4: Moldovan personalities referred to in JdC

Figure 5: Number of articles about April 7 events published in
Moldova Suverana

Figure 6: Moldovan personalities referred to in Moldova Suverana
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Figure 7: Number of articles about April 7 events published in
Adevarul
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Figure 10: Moldovan personalities referred to in EvZ

Figure 8: Moldovan personalities referred to in Adevarul

Figure 11: Number of articles about April 7 events published in
Kommersant

Figure 9: Number of articles about April 7 events published in
EvZ

Figure 12: Moldovan personalities referred to in Kommersant
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Figure 13: Number of articles about April 7 events published in
Komsomolskaya Pravda
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Figure 14: Moldovan personalities referred to in Komsomolskaya
Pravda

Silvia POJOGA
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The press and European integration in Gagauzia
European integration is a subject addressed only sporadically by journalists in the Territorial-Administrative Unit
Gagauzia (TAU Gagauzia). That is why we have just a few
articles on this subject. Is Europe an ideal for us? Do we need
European values? What can European organizations provide
us? This article will try to answer these and other questions,
by asking the opinions of, among others, the local authorities,
civil society, journalists and young people.
People realize the importance of these issues, but the authorities
in TAU Gagauzia do not yet have a clear position on European
integration.
Nicolai Stoianov, Deputy Chair of the Executive Board of
TAU Gagauzia, said, “The people of Gagauzia are not against
European integration, the opening of EU borders and free circulation in Europe or the development of business and travel.
On the other hand, we must not destroy the past completely,
and we need to maintain our relationships with our Eastern
partners: Russia, Ukraine and Belarus. We have had friendly
relations with them for centuries. The politicians who promote
the rupture of relationships with our Eastern partners do not
appreciate the future.”
Ludmila Mitioglo, Director of the Interactive European Center
said that despite the fact that the Pro Europa Interactive Regional Center has been operating for two years already, neither the
print press nor radio and television offer much information on
European integration.
According to her, the people of TAU Gagauzia have a negative attitude on this issue, primarily because they do not know
anything about it. Therefore, she argues, we need to broadcast
as much information as possible on a daily basis to educate the
population like small children so that they can then make the
right choice. There is a lot to do. First of all, we must change
our mindset because we are not pro-European. The media
should inform us about the European integration process and
about the European community and the advantages of integration. However, with a few exceptions, local journalists write
almost nothing on this subject; they themselves probably do
not know too much about it.
Most journalists believe that this dream can only be achieved by
gradually informing the population on a regular basis.
Valeriu Kirioglo, a journalist at Edinaya Gagauzia (The United

Gagauzia) said, “In fact, it is worth mentioning that European integration is good and that European values must be
promoted here, and in the rest of the country, because they
are democratic. With these democratic values we can prosper
and nobody can violate our rights if the law is enforced in this
country and if every single citizen, from president to average
person, obeys the law. We must admit that we address this
issue quite rarely except on holidays dedicated to European integration when we are invited as journalists to different events.
In general, we avoid talking about this process because people
have different attitudes. We were covering an event dedicated
to European integration organized by Pro Europa and people
were asking, ‘Are you inviting us to Europe?’ People are insufficiently informed. We wrote several articles and ran a program
on Europe this year.”
Vitali Gaidarji, a journalist at the public television station
GRT, stated, “Clearly, European integration is one of Moldova’s
foreign policy priorities, but in my opinion, the authorities do
not make sufficient efforts for genuine integration. There is a
lack of a clear European integration policy and of an awareness-raising campaign. First of all, journalists in Gagauzia have
not been trained in European integration and are not aware of
the government’s priorities thus far. Where are we heading East or West? So, journalists address European integration only
when delegations from the European Union come to our country. The situation is even worse in areas that are not frequently
visited by European representatives. Under such circumstances, journalists in TAU Gagauzia are not yet clear on the
country’s foreign policy, while politicians from the province
are usually pro-Russia, pro-Ukraine, pro-Belarus, pro-Romania and pro-Turkey. Therefore, because of politicians’ lack of
a clear position on European integration, journalists are not
motivated to address these issues.”
Journalists in TAU Gagauzia discussed European integration
during the visit of the Deutsche Welle delegation to Comrat.
Hans Cobet, a lawyer and specialist in economic law, said
that one condition for integration into the European Union
is cultural diversity, namely the need to protect, maintain and
develop the cultural and linguistic patrimony of minority
ethnic groups. At the same time, Klaus Bergmann, head of the
European Relations Department, stated that most local people
will favor European integration. He realizes that this process is
not at all easy, but now negotiations are being held to provide
the possibility of travel to Europe without visas for Moldovan
citizens. All countries in the European Community will decide
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on the acceptance of new members in the European Union. He
is optimistic that if current reforms continue at the same pace,
Moldova will have a chance to integrate into Europe.
The youth of Gagauzia consider that European integration is the
main objective of Moldova.
Olga Cojocari, a student at the State University of Comrat, told
us, “We, the young, wish that Moldova would develop its relationships with the European Union. I think that if Moldova sees
its success in European integration, this will be success for me
as well.” Ion Kapsamun, also a student at the State University
of Comrat, added that European integration is an achievable
objective and Moldova has a chance to become a member of
the European Union provided that specific measures are taken.
Roman Turcan, a 23-year-old inhabitant of Comrat said, “You
don’t need to make campaigns for European integration in
Moldova because everyone is pro. On the contrary, there is impatience and disappointment when you realize that few people
in Europe need us, and the process of integration is a long one.
The mission of the mass-media is to show all the events on
European integration taking place in the country.”
In June, the Center for Independent Journalist conducted a
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monitoring study titled “Addressing subjects of general interest
in mass media.” The results showed that the mass media outlets
in ATU Gagauzia rarely address the issue of European integration. In fact, the newspaper Ayin Acic in Ceadar-Lunga did
not publish any articles on European integration during the
monitoring period. The public television station GRT had 12
broadcasts on the subject in June but did not pay too much
attention to international relations. If we compare these results
with other media organizations, we can see that the media of
Transnistria also ignored this important subject. This issue was
addressed most frequently by Мoldova 1, the radio station Vocea Basarabiei and Radio Moldovа. The best performance was,
however, by Timpul de dimineata which published 35 articles
on European integration According to the results of this study,
despite the increased interest of people, the other media paid
little attention to this subject.
As a journalist, I think that the representatives of Gagauzia
media need training and special seminars on how to write articles on European integration. It is also very important that we
meet journalists working in this field who have rich experience
in addressing this important topic.
Maia SADOVICI

Prizewinners of the
Ten Journalists of the
Year, 16th edition,
Chişinău,
17 December 2010
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The weekly newspaper “Cuvantul” turns 15
In the service of society, not of the authorities.
The regional weekly newspaper “Cuvantul” from the town of
Rezina celebrated 15 years of operations on November 29, 2010.
On this occasion, we interviewed 38 personalities from the
Orhei region who have been published in the newspaper under
the section “30 Questions Prepared at Home”. Scores of investigations published in “Cuvantul” were included in the three
volumes of “Corruption Files” published by the Center for
Journalistic Investigations and in the collections “Journalists
against Corruption” published under the aegis of Transparency International Moldova. Several series of literary items and
articles introduced in “Cuvantul” throughout the years were
also published by authors in separate volumes.
During our 15 years of activity, the team from “Cuvantul” has
received the Quality Summit International Award for Excellence and Business Prestige (New York, 2001), four journalistic
apple awards from the Chisinau Press Club and the Independent Journalism Center (IJC), two awards for “Publication with
the best design of the Association of Independent Press (API),”
the Bronze Bell award of the Acces-Info center, the Diploma of
Merit of the Moldovan Journalists’ Union for contributions to
the democratic reform of the press, courage and perseverance
in enforcing professional journalism standards and an additional 40 awards at various professional journalism contests in the
Republic of Moldova.
In 1995, we chose the verse from the Gospel of Saint John, “In
the beginning was the Word…” as a slogan for the newspaper
because we intended to make a different type of newspaper
than those published in Moldova at that time.
A law adopted with a delay of two decades
In the final days of its brief existence, the Parliamentary
faction Alliance for European Integration adopted the Law on
Denationalization of Public Periodic Publications developed by
the Association of Independent Press. In the view of several
media and civil society representatives, this law should have
come into force about two decades ago. In most of the former
Soviet countries, ‘the watchdog of society’ as the media is
sometimes called, received the freedom to fulfill its obligations
to the authorities and to society long ago. Moldovan authorities, however, preferred to keep the press under control. Of all
the governments that ruled the country for two decades after
independence, only the first Parliament and the Sturza gover-

nment tried to liberalize the role of the media in the life of the
country. However, these intentions were not realized because
the first Parliament and the Sturza government resigned before
their term was up.
Many of my colleagues and I are convinced that if the media
had been denationalized when reforms were launched in the
Republic of Moldova, those reforms would have been implemented differently and our country would have been at the
same level as the Baltic states and other former Soviet countries in the European Union and not leading the list of the
poorest and most unpredictable countries on the continent.
Despite the fact that it is a democratic country, at the end of
the first decade of the third millennium, there is no media
market in the Republic of Moldova.
We took the plunge in this enterprise although we were not
sure that we would succeed
Back in 1995, many journalists considered our intention a
utopian adventure, thinking that a media institution could not
exist in the Republic of Moldova if it did not have a permanent
funder. We five journalists from Rezina who each had 15–25
years of experience with the district newspaper Farul Nistrean
(Nistru Lighthouse) started this paper although we were not
sure that we would manage to reach our goal. Our situation
was rather complicated and absolutely unprecedented. In 1994,
the Democratic Agrarian Party of Moldova (DAPM) won the
Parliamentary elections and one year later the local elections.
Drunk on the euphoria of victory, the party openly promoted
its belief that, “Those who are not with us are against us and
need to be destroyed.” Having heard that we wanted to leave
to protest against their intention to install total control over
the editorial policy of Farul Nistrean, the local leaders of the
DAPM told us, “If you leave, you will not find a job not only
in the district, but also in the whole country.” We—the whole
team—left anyway.
Farul Nistrean had two founders at that time: the district
government (50% of shares) and the team (50%). The district
government covered only 10–15% of the expenses but insisted on dictating the entire editorial policy of the newspaper.
We thought that the publication should serve the interests of
the community, not those of the authorities. We managed to
maintain our position for a while, but the agrarians drove us
into a corner with their neo-Bolshevik policies. In order to
demonstrate that their actions were illegal, we sued the district
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government and won in all the courts, but we did not return
although we loved Farul Nistrean, where we had worked hard
for many years. Instead, we founded and started publishing the
regional weekly paper “Cuvantul” in whose articles of association we stipulated that the newspaper has no commitments to
the authorities or to political parties. This is how we conceive
the notion of an “independent newspaper” then and now.
We would need a lot of space to recount all the adventures we
went through, especially in the first decade. I will mention only
that due of the pressure applied by the authorities on the administrators of printing houses, we had serious problems publishing the newspaper and had to travel from one printing house
to another, sometimes for hundreds of kilometers. We won a
lot of lawsuits, and we confronted most of the authoritative
structures in Moldova. Despite all the harassment and intimidation, the newspaper has fulfilled its obligation to its readers
during all these years. In 1999, at the end of its mandate, the
agrarian government of Rezina district apologized in public to
our team for everything that had happened. We thanked them
saying that it was due to their policy that
“Cuvantul” had appeared and had about 4000 stable readers by
1999.
“Who sponsors “Cuvantul”?”
People frequently ask us where we get the money to publish
the newspaper. The answer is very simple: from the readers
and advertising providers. If they don’t believe us, we do a little
arithmetic to show that while you cannot accumulate a lot of
money from a newspaper in the Republic of Moldova, you can
still earn something. The annual expenses of a newspaper like
“Cuvantul” (a weekly with 12–16 pages in A3 format with a
circulation of 4500–5200 disseminated in four districts in Orhei and a team of 7–8 people) are 650,000–750,000 lei. About
two thirds of this amount are covered by the sale of the newspaper (4800 copies x 96 lei = 460,800 lei); the rest is covered by
advertising and grants that are part of various projects usually
funded by international organizations.
Of course, it is not at all easy to accumulate this income,
especially given the conditions existing in our country. When
I say conditions, I mean the direct and discriminatory funding by public authorities of only certain newspapers that are
totally subordinated to the interests of those authorities. With
massive funding from the national budget, the editors sell their
newspapers and advertising space at lower prices which creates
unfair competition for the other publications. Placing state
advertising only in the authorities’ newspapers, the restriction
by the authorities on access to public information by private newspapers and other actions have a negative impact on
independent publications. There is also a series of legislative
restrictions that imposes serious complications on the develop-
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ment of the media industry. While central and local authorities
heavily subsidize part of the media every year, they have never
been interested in the problems of the independent press; on
the contrary, they have tried to keep it permanently in check.
However, despite the authorities’ expectations, these conditions
did not weaken but strengthened the free press. The circulation
of independent newspapers, most of which were founded from
1995 to 2000, considerably exceeded the circulation of the
so-called public newspapers that were not very popular among
readers even though they had money and support from the
government.
Components of success
Obviously, with a circulation of 5000 copies and two to three
pages of advertising, the newspaper can cover its financial
needs, but the problem is how to reach this number of readers
and advertising pages, as colleague of mine asked me. He had
decided to start a private newspaper after vacillating for a long
time. I gave him a set of standard documents required for
starting such a business and told him how we had managed to
achieve those objectives.
First of all, the success of a newspaper depends on the topics it
addresses. We tried to address the realities in the region and in
the country in a timely way, objectively and impartially from
the very beginning without favoring anyone. Second, we have
ongoing interactive relations with the readers, and via various
questionnaires, hotlines, meetings in the field, contests, etc. we
adjust subjects according to their requirements and interests,
doing everything to provide vast amounts of useful information. No question coming to our address is unanswered, even
though readers sometimes raise rather complicated issues
related to corruption and protectionism, organized crime,
violations of human rights and other vices in our society. The
pages “Reader-newspaper-reader” are published periodically;
almost all editions contain journalistic investigations, some of
which are based on issues addressed by the readers. The quality
and topicality of the investigative articles can be judged using
two indicators: a) of the more than 100 journalistic investigations published in past years, the newspaper and the authors
were sued only once, and the court issued the decision that the
claim by the Rezina mayor’s office was not justified; b) half of
the 30 awards won by the journalists of “Cuvantul” at national
contests were given for special merit in the fight against corruption, protectionism and organized crime as well as, for the
protection of human rights.
The image and authority of “Cuvantul” have also been consolidated by the multiple contests organized by the newspaper
including “Person of the Year” and “Loyal friends of “Cuvantul” that have been held recently for the 14th time. In addition,
the 10–15 post offices and volunteer distributors who have the
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highest performance receive tangible awards annually.
Third, we believe that professionalism in the media produces
the expected results only if it is accompanied by a sincere
and responsible attitude toward the readers. “Cuvantul” does
not use pseudonyms; journalists use their real names and we
provide space for opinions and replies. On the one hand, this
increases the journalist’s responsibility to the readers and on
the other hand contributes to the consolidation of readers trust
in the newspaper.
API helps us survive and consolidate our position
The Association of Independent Press played a special role in
consolidating “Cuvantul”’s position and that of the free press
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in Moldova. In 1997, the associates were four newspapers and
two press agencies. The decision of the Sturza government to
stop public funding of local newspapers pushed media reform.
From 1998 to 2000, about 15 new local newspapers were
founded, mostly by journalists, and the representatives of these
newspapers completed the composition of the API. Some of
them could not manage their economic and organizational
hardships, but most of them persevered. Today, the API comprises 16 local and national newspapers, other media institutions and a few freelance journalists and is one of the most
famous, appreciated and influential press institutions in the
country. The main merit of the API is the methodical reform of
journalists’ mindsets, the logistical and economic support for
the associated institutions and the consistent promotion of the
principles of free journalism in the Moldovan media.
Tudor IAŞCENCO

The weekly Cuvântul
receives congratulations from fellow
journalists. Rezina,
11 December 2010
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Alina RADU: “My dream is that the press lives on subscriptions and sales only.”
Interview with Alina Radu, director
of Ziarul de Gardă (The Guard
Newspaper), the only entirely
investigative publication in the
Republic of Moldova
Alina Radu started her career in
1989 on the Mesager program on
TVM. Five years later she was
working at Catalan TV, then at GP
Flux (1998), Viitorul IDIS (2002)
and since 2004 she has been the
director of Ziarul de Gardă. Her
articles resonate at both a national
and international level. In 1997,
she received the Grand Prix at the
TV Festival in Kosice, Slovakia and
the second prize at the TV Festival
in Timisoara, Romania. She has also
won awards for her documentaries “Waiting,” “Doctor AIDS
accuses,” “Gone with the wind” and “Ilie.”
1. You have been the manager of the newspaper for over six years.
How would you describe the press in the Republic of Moldova as a
business?
I don’t think we can talk about the press as a business in the
Republic of Moldova. Not as a transparent business at least,
because it is very difficult to earn clean money in the local
media. Everything relies on the degree of independence held
by media institutions. There are many media that declare
themselves to be independent but live on non-transparent
funds coming from political institutions. In this case, their
independence is arguable. I carefully watch the experience of
foreign media institutions, and I see that even there journalists
declare they do not feel very independent because of the
volume of advertising coming from donors, not necessarily
political, who dictate the silence of reporters on certain issues.
It is even more difficult in the Republic of Moldova because
even though the money comes from private businesses, it is
still controlled politically. Consequently, having a business
relationship with an advertising donor means having a political
relationship with that donor.
2. What should happen to the press in Moldova to make it a
profitable business?

My dream is that the press
lives only on subscriptions and
sales, i.e., the financial
donations of the readers, but
the dialogues I have had with
local businessmen have
consolidated my belief that
most of them have, first of all,
political interests in placing
advertising in a newspaper.
Often, advertising clients
declare that they are not
interested in advertising their
products in a newspaper that
criticizes the authorities
because they want to maintain
friendly relations with them.
This explains the small amount
of advertising in Ziarul de
Gardă. The publication lives exclusively on subscriptions and
sales, and on the grants received from several international
institutions located in Chisinau. We have some advertising as
well, but it comes to the newspaper via the Advertising
Department of the Association of Independent Press which
means that we are not in direct contact with the clients.
3. How did the appearance of the online version of the newspaper
affect sales and subscriptions?
Not very much. In the six years of existence of the paper, the
number of readers who read the online version and those who
read the printed version grew constantly. If we look at the
figures, the readers of the online edition are mostly those who
live abroad who do not have the physical possibility to buy the
newspaper or young people totally dedicated to the computer
that we cannot force to buy the newspaper. The readers of the
printed version are those who do not have access to a computer or who are devoted to the printed version and like the
feeling of holding the paper in their hands.
4. Why did you create Ziarul de Gardă six years ago?
Before conceiving Ziarul de Gardă, I worked for several media
institutions that declared themselves to be independent, but
over time they were showing more and more signs of political
dependence. Since dedication to the profession in an institution run by a political boss consumes you, I abandoned the print
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press and did not work for a while. The same happened to my
colleague Aneta Grosu, the Editor-in-chief of Ziarul de Gardă.
One day we decided to produce politically free journalism.
That is when we registered Ziarul de Gardă.
5. Did you design it in the current format?
When we started creating Ziarul de Gardă we were not
thinking very far into the future. There were very few journalistic investigations in the print press at that time, and the
issues of corruption and violations of human rights were very
prevalent. With the experience we had in investigations, we
decided to create a newspaper that would cover this genre.
Today we see that this publication was necessary.
6. What is happening to investigative journalism in the Republic
of Moldova?
We are trapped. On the one hand, we have more and more
requests on human rights violations we don’t manage to write
about because the paper has financial restrictions that impede
us from hiring more reporters. On the other hand, the
publications that have money and could do it prefer to write
about fashion and entertainment because this produces money.
So, I conclude that the shares are not distributed correctly in
journalism. Some address too many soft issues while others
address too many hard subjects.
7. An investigative newspaper may not be liked by many people.
How many threats have you received, how many lawsuits have
you had and how do you handle them?
We do not count the threats we have received because it is not
their quantity that makes this profession dangerous but their
frequency. It may happen that we receive messages like “death
to Ziarul de Gardă!” for one week. When a reporter works for
one or two years on a case and sees the impact of his/her work
on society, when people come every day to provide details on
the case, he/she becomes so interested in continuing the
investigation that it is very difficult to stop such a reporter. As
press managers, we need to take care of our reporters, but we
should not forget about our readers who are waiting for the
case settlement. So far, we have had only successful lawsuits.
8. What are the relations of Ziarul de Gardă with state institutions and with the authorities?
They are still difficult. Our officials have a salary supplement
for keeping state secrets. The problem is that they are not
informed what a state secret is and they qualify almost any
information as state secrets. In this case, they are more
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motivated to keep their salary supplements than to provide the
requested information to the press. The relationship with the
courts is more complicated, especially with judges who have
political implications. They can be brutal with reporters and
say obscene words to them. The relation with the police is
similar. There are, however, wise people as well who are
devoted to their jobs and show interest in having an impartial
press. So, we can say that there are both relations of confrontation and relations of cooperation.
9. You said previously that sometimes there are more romantic
issues in the investigations made by Ziarul de Gardă than there
are in Playboy. What are they?
Ziarul de Gardă writes about average people who are not
known to the public and have pure and beautiful feelings while
playboy journalism is done for sales. We do not sell feelings.
We enrich people with human stories.
10. What can you tell us about the TV series of journalistic
investigations “Guard Reporter” that has been broadcast for some
time on national television?
“Guard Reporter” is a journalistic investigation program that
has been running for two years implemented with the financial
support of the Academy for Educational Development (www.
ade.md) funded by USAID. This is a program created by
Ziarul de Gardă in partnership with the Association of
Independent Telejournalists of the Republic of Moldova. We
conceived this program as we were convinced that journalistic
investigations are almost totally absent on the broadcasting
grid of Moldovan TV stations. Since the reporters of our
publication were qualified as good investigative reporters and
the articles written by them have resonance in society, we
decided to have a TV version especially given that both Aneta
Grosu and I already have experience in television and the
reporters, mostly graduates of the School of Advanced Studies
in Journalism, know how to produce TV reports as well.
“Guard Reporter” will be broadcast on the national TV station
Moldova1 and on some local TV channels with which we have
an agreement and can also be found on the website of Ziarul de
Gardă.
11. How would describe the image and importance of the print
press ten years from now?
I want our press to be free from political control and free from
the financial influence of magnates linked to politics. If this
happens, I will look back and say that it was worth dedicating
so many years to the press.
					

Ludmila TOMAC
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The Practical Television Manual by Jonathan Bignell
and Jeremy Orlebar
In recent years, a number of
new television stations have
appeared in the audiovisual
market of the Republic of Moldova. Some have a traditional
format while others count on
a certain segment of viewers
such as those specializing in
news programs. At the same
time, the flow of information
reaching the audience has also
increased considerably. As
international practice shows,
in the rush for sensations and
in stiff competition with other
similar stations, these media
outlets do not always transmit
high-quality messages which
raises many questions on
the nature of the journalism
they practice. As a result, the
media consumer suffers the
most. Therefore, theoretical
and practical analyses of the
creation and circulation of
TV information are necessary
more than ever as they contribute to the formation of new
views and skills for working in
the audiovisual field.
The appearance in 2009 at the
Polirom printing house in Iasi
of the Romanian version (translation by Carmen Catana) of
the Practical Television Manual by Jonathan Bignell and Jeremy
Orlebar is welcome in the context of changes that occur in the
national audiovisual industry. The establishment and assessment of the place, role and quality of television’s awareness
raising potential is topical in modern society both from the
theoretical and practical perspectives because it is a basic factor in forming public opinion and the philosophical, esthetical
vision of society, especially of the younger generation.
Intended for a specialized audience, the work seems especially useful for journalism students and professors but also for
dedicated journalists because it completes the limited amount
of specialized literature with an analysis conducted from

relatively new positions on the
modern TV journalism phenomenon. Structured in five
parts, the study combines theoretical reasons with practical
evidence in a successful way
which makes it both instructive and didactic. The multiple
examples, images, explanatory
texts and additional lectures
recommended at the end of
each part provide dynamism
to the text and increase its
impact.
The Practical Television Manual aims at highlighting the
characteristics typical of TV
journalism as a social activity
explaining the relationships
between various types of TV
products and identifying their
impact and effects on society.
Channeled mostly to the
attention of journalism students, the material describes a
set of concepts about television journalism. It systematizes
and ranks different notions,
processes and tendencies that
are found on this media segment, reveals principles and
mechanisms of TV institutional functioning and shapes the psycho-professional profile of
employees.
The goal of the work is to build primary knowledge that could
then form the basis of a systematic and multidimensional
vision of the audiovisual field by informing students about general, theoretical, organizational, functional and technological
aspects of TV journalism, from the perspective of the technological dimension of this system.
Part I, “Television Today,” is dedicated to the broad subject
of audiovisual realities in British space and concerns, first
of all, the way television (BBC) operates and its operational
principles that ensure the quality of the end TV product. The
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information on the future of television, analyzed from the
perspective of digital technologies, is interesting.
In addition, starting with the definition of the concept of
television as a science, the authors of the study continue with
details regarding the key aspects of the phenomenon and finally determining its particularities, as wellas, exploring possible
ways of development. The specific analysis of ways to organize
and teach television courses is of special interest as it highlights
positive issues and drawbacks. It also cites directions to be
taken into consideration for the future by those who work in
this field.
Part II, “Work in Television,” is an overall view on production
and post-production activities in television and on the professional skills and duties of all people involved in these processes. It provides theoretical knowledge on production jobs
identifying the specific work of program director and television film director, documentary producer, production assistant,
production director and producer and of technical jobs such as
operator, sound operator, camera operator and sound assistant
among others. In this context, the authors demonstrate the role
and importance of ensuring the flow of television information.
Part III, “Theory of Television,” starts with the theory of television genres and formats and ensures the theoretical justification of the discipline. Starting with the evolution in time and
in space of various television genres (the comedy serial, the
detective serial, reality TV), the authors focus on the program
grid and audience, as well as, on the phenomena that influence, directly or indirectly, the quality of the media product and
ends with the identification and analysis of post-modernist
tendencies in television.
Part IV, “From Idea to Image,” analyzes the concepts of television and of informative and entertainment programs and the
process involved in their production. The detailed presentation
of essential activities in television journalism, of the terminology and principles of the vectors involved in the production of
various types of TV products lends a practical value to the stu-
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dy. The relevance of this chapter is also due to the fact that best
practices in television journalism are addressed because it is
the identification and analysis of them and of ethical rules that
can form a correct vision for students of the role of television
as a means of raising awareness.
The last part of the study is called the “Shock of the Future”
and presents the ideas and thoughts of the authors on the
prospects for the evolution of television forecasting, importance and specificity of new TV technologies in meeting the
information needs and the expectations of the public. The
analysis of programming, marketing and audience tendencies
highlights the advantages and disadvantages of future TV journalism. The authors correlated the tendencies identified and
showed the development prospects for modern TV journalism.
The authors wanted to acquaint the readers with general theoretical and practical aspects of television journalism and to
build their methodological and conceptual skills in relation to
the principles for the operation of modern audiovisual media.
This is a didactic work, among the few in the specialized literature, that tries to create an overall, simple and unequivocal
image of television journalism. Rich in information, it is conceived and organized in such a way as to facilitate reading and
assimilating information. In order to achieve this objective, the
empirical material has been systematized, ranked and edited
and the critical apparatus has been simplified to the maximum.
Each part of the manual is accompanied by a bibliography that
provides the readers with the possibility to study the issues
addressed individually.
We consider that the study would have benefited if the authors
had paid more attention to the concept of television as a
science presenting it through various theoretical approaches
because only ascertaining things cannot convince the reader
to believe in what is being stated, especially if he/she is at the
beginning of his/her professional development. In any case,
this does not affect the overall image of the work which is balanced and has justified hypotheses and ideas on the evolution
of television journalism.
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